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My experience over the years supports the case that the actuarial
profession is certainly one to aspire to. I am constantly surprised
by other people’s reactions to our profession, ranging from a recent
exclamation of “Wow! You’re an actuary!” from a fellow parent, to
earnest questions such as what an actuary exactly is and “Can you
really predict the future?”. I can’t think of many other professions that
provoke this kind of fascination.
This interest with predicting the future extends further into the
profession. Indeed, the profession’s recent strap line has been ‘making
ﬁnancial sense of the future’. However, this doesn’t mean that we’re
ﬁnancial wizards who can predict the fortunes of tomorrow, and we
shouldn’t present ourselves to the public as such.
Our role as actuaries is broad and has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on society
and where society is headed. While the pace of development in the
world is evident for everyone to see and appreciate,
this is at times balanced by a number of calamities.
We must always be aware of the limitations of our risk
analyses. It is our duty to serve society by providing
sound ﬁnancial solutions while ensuring that ﬁnancial
stability is maintained.
In this edition, we discuss the growing importance
of the risk function and how actuaries have a great opportunity to lead
– not only in the ﬁnancial services arena but in the wider world.
A key challenge that risk specialists face is the ever-famous
Rumsfeldian ‘unknown unknowns’, referred to by Elliot Varnell
(see Q&A, p22). This is further supplemented by our review (see p36)
of Emanuel Derman’s book, Models Behaving Badly, in which he
states that every ﬁnancial axiom is “pretty much wrong”, but that
the relevant question is how wrong and in what way.
I would love to hear from you with your views on how actuaries can
and do make a diﬀerence.
I am optimistic that the actuarial profession will grow its reach
into wider areas of business and society. May we continue to provoke
interest and fascination from the world at large.

‘This interest with
predicting the future
extends further into
the profession’

Deepak Jobanputra
editor@theactuary.com
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A bigger perspective
The comment on the proportion of readership outside
the UK indicates one aspect of the changing profession.
I suspect that there is a growing number of retired
actuaries in the readership who thereby maintain an
interest in their profession. It seems probable that this
number will continue to increase.
However, I fear that the smaller typeface now being
used in much of the publication may limit the reading
enjoyment of an increasing number. I wonder if this
should be reconsidered.
David Meldrum, 12 March 2012

These boots are made for working
The December edition contained an article in which
Jessica Leong asked ‘Does the bootstrap model work?’.
Although Leong makes some interesting observations,
the title of her article is wrong and leads to a misguided
argument. The title should more correctly be ‘Does the
chain ladder model work?’ It does not make any sense
to talk about a bootstrap model, because there is no
such thing.
Bootstrapping is a statistical procedure, whereby the
distribution of a statistic of interest can be estimated for
any model that is fully speciﬁed. The subject of the article
should therefore be whether the predictive distribution of
the outstanding liabilities estimated using one particular
reserving model and a special case of the
non-parametric bootstrap method are
appropriate in practice.
The answer to this depends
largely on the reserving model
being used, which, in this case,
was a special case of the overdispersed Poisson model with
constant dispersion parameters.
This happens to give the same
forecasts as the well-known
deterministic chain-ladder model.
For a consideration of a
range of diﬀerent models and
methods of estimating predictive
distributions, we refer readers to
the article we published in the
Annals of Actuarial Science in
2006 – ‘Predictive Distributions
of Outstanding Liabilities in
General Insurance’.
We would encourage Leong, and
others, to consider a wider range of
models when using the bootstrapping
procedure (as we advocate in this paper).
Prof Richard Verrall and Dr Peter England,
2 March 2012

MORE LETTERS ONLINE
More letters are available online at
www.theactuary.com/opinion
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Weighing up pension options
The 2012 UK
budget carried two
curiously juxtaposed
announcements. The ﬁrst
was the decision that the
Royal Mail Pension Plan
will be taken over by the
government – including
both its liabilities and its
assets, which will then be
disposed of.
Abracadabra, at a stroke
this reduces the level of
UK public-sector debt by
1.5% of GDP. The liabilities
then become unfunded future promises.
Am I missing something? Wasn’t it a Conservative government in the 1980s
that promoted funded pension schemes and gave incentives to get liabilities oﬀ
the state’s balance sheet?
On the other hand, there is an announcement of a new £2 billion pension
infrastructure platform, which will make its ﬁrst ‘wave’ of investment by
early 2013. Presumably, the kind of pension funds to invest in this might have
been expected to be large, diversiﬁed plans – such as Royal Mail?
Are we being told that funding and assets are a good thing or a bad thing? I
can’t see the logic in this, but maybe readers might enlighten me.
Peter Tompkins, 21 March 2012

A challenge from the editor
I cited at the launch event of The Actuary
magazine that it has never been a more
exciting time to be an actuary. We have had the
full range of views from ‘it is always exciting
to be an actuary’ right the way through to the
other extreme!
I would like to generate some debate on
hot topics and even drive out some of the key
issues that face you as actuaries and students.
What do you see as the key challenges that
you face? Do you see the role of the actuary
growing or diminishing over time? What are
your views on the ever-increasing regulatory
changes – do these add real value? Can we ever
expect a zero-failure tolerance in ﬁnancial
stability and, if this is the aim, what is the cost
of achieving this?
I look forward to your views on these
and other key issues that aﬀect you and
your profession.
Deepak Jobanputra, 21 March 2012

The editorial team welcomes readers’ letters but reserves
the right to edit them for publication. Please email
letters@theactuary.com. The deadline for receiving letters for
the May issue is 16 April.
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Opinion
President’s comment

Jane Curtis is the
president of the
Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries

JANE CURTIS

Risk and
reward
One of the Oscar nominees for best original
screenplay 2012 was the ﬁlm Margin Call,
which portrayed 24 hours in the life of a
ﬁctional investment bank that teeters on the
edge of collapse because its ﬁnancial risk
models were ﬂawed (reviewed in last month’s
Arts pages, bit.ly/reviewmarch). Watching
it, you may have easily concluded that risk
managers are all very attractive, intelligent
and were completely essential for the ﬁnancial
stability of the bank.
It is not only Hollywood that has woken up
to risk as a topic for discussion. The Institute
and Faculty of Actuaries recognised some time
ago the growing opportunities for actuaries in
the area of enterprise risk management (ERM).
As a result, the Chartered Enterprise Risk
Actuary (CERA) qualiﬁcation was established
to set the standards in this ﬁeld, and 1,000
CERA qualiﬁcations have been awarded
globally. The Institute and Faculty also set
up a group to develop strategy on ERM and
to recommend how to make the best of the
potential market for actuarial skills in this area.
The group has recently reported on its
ﬁndings. They found that risk management
is increasingly recognised as a key issue in
the ﬁnancial sector and is becoming more
important in the non-ﬁnancial and public
sectors. Demand for risk specialists is
expected to rise, partly as a result of increasing
regulation leading to pressure on resources.
At present, risk functions are often sourced by
a variety of professional groups – accountants,
actuarial ﬁrms, business consultants and
strategists – but there is no single recognised
professional qualiﬁcation or standard.
Where actuaries are involved in risk
management, it tends to be in the traditional
areas of life and general insurance, pensions
and health, as well as investment management
and banking. ERM principles are largely global
rather than local, so the CERA qualiﬁcation
can play an important role as it can be
recognised across regions.
Of course, in this relatively new market,
we are competing with other professions
and, outside our traditional areas, actuaries
are not yet seen as an obvious choice for
risk management roles. These often go to
professionals with an in-depth knowledge

8

Educating actuaries in new areas will bring
wider recognition, says Jane Curtis

of the business or an existing connection,
for example, through audit or consultancy
work. But, as a profession, we do have unique
qualities, such as:
● The ability to assimilate multiple risks and
their interaction across a business;
● Eﬀective communication of complex issues
in a business context;
● Strength in ﬁnancial and statistical analysis
and modelling, with professional objectivity
about their limitations.
The Profession’s vision for the long term
is that actuaries establish themselves as
outstanding risk
experts across the
business spectrum
and the public
sector, enhancing
ERM practice for the
beneﬁt of business
and society. A suitable
success measure would
be to see actuaries
holding the position
of chief risk oﬃcer in
75% of UK insurance
groups, 25% of UK
banks and on 20% of the boards of FTSE 350
companies, with corresponding targets for our
international members and a strong presence
in middle management and technical roles.
In our traditional areas, the aim would be to
maintain the number of actuarial employees
and to ensure they have the skills and

experience to take on the top risk management
roles. For other ﬁnancial institutions, such as
banks, the issue is slightly diﬀerent. We need
to make actuaries more attractive so that
more candidates are available within those
organisations to take on senior risk roles and
to promote actuarial qualiﬁcations.
Lastly, to get a presence on a wider
range of corporate boards, we will need to
educate actuaries in broader business skills
and facilitate networking. Our strategy to
achieve these aims includes improving
the level of ERM education – for example,
by running training
courses, co-hosting
events with existing
risk management
organisations
and increasing
opportunities for
continuous professional
development in
this area. Alongside this,
we will revisit the exam
syllabus to increase the
understanding of ERM
theory and ensure that it
meets the needs of prospective employers.
As a profession, we can also do much
to develop our brand in the broader risk
management ﬁelds and use research
opportunities to develop our credentials.
Our ERM strategy may not win us an Oscar,
but we do believe it will bring many rewards. a

“The Profession’s
vision is that actuaries
establish themselves
as outstanding risk
experts across the
business spectrum and
the public sector”
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Opinion
Soapbox

ARMOGHAN MOHAMMED

When black
swans turn
to grey
In any ﬁeld, at any time, one sector may lead
the way in terms of applying latest thinking
and best practice. This is the case in the risk
management industry today, where, thanks
to Solvency II compliance, risk practitioners
in the insurance sector are at the vanguard of
new approaches.
Solvency II represents the most
comprehensive risk management framework
in the world. Insurers have had to raise their
game, aided by actuaries and other risk
management professionals.
Under Solvency II, insurers must hold
capital against risk events potentially
occurring once every 200 years – which, for
most, includes assessing the impact of events
never previously experienced.
Making such assessments is a complex
business. These events are often termed
‘black swans’ – unforeseen risk events that
have a major impact. Yet, as highlighted in
PwC’s report ‘Black swans turn grey – The
transformation of risk’, events that ﬁt the
common understanding of ‘black swans’ are
happening more frequently. These ‘grey-swan’
events are arguably part of a faster-changing
and more uncertain world, indicative of a new
risk landscape. The speed with which
high-impact events occur is increasing, and so
is the potential for contagion across traditional
risk categories. Catastrophic risks can not only
threaten an individual organisation’s existence
but also undermine entire industries.
As a result, some organisations outside the
insurance sector feel their risk frameworks
no longer give the protection they need.
Some are concerned that their enterprise risk
management (ERM) systems don’t oﬀer the
ﬂexibility and speed of response required to
provide adequate risk resilience to
grey-swan events. Even insurers, with all their
investment in Solvency II, face challenges.
To ensure robustness in this new landscape,
sophisticated internal models and statistical

10

Armoghan Mohammed asks whether
the reoccurrence of high-risk events
signals a need to review risk planning

analyses need to be combined with a
pragmatic approach for determining responses
to events that are not modelled but have very
severe consequences – something frequently
neglected in Solvency II programmes.
Furthermore,
companies need to
link risk categories
or understand their
interdependencies.
Tail dependency –
the tendency for the
most severe events
in diﬀerent areas to
coincide – is receiving
much attention as part
of Solvency II projects, but remains more art
than science, with limited industry consensus.
Many businesses have also focused little
attention on strategic risk, regarding risk and
strategy as separate from each other. Again,
insurers have a Solvency II imperative here,
with the Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
(ORSA) requiring boards to explicitly consider
risk and solvency over their strategic planning
horizon. However, this is an embryonic area.
Organisations should look to enhance
their ERM frameworks, following the
insurance sector’s lead and using some of the
techniques being developed for ORSA, such as
risk appetite.
By explicitly deﬁning their risk appetite,
organisations can raise awareness among all
staﬀ of what can be considered acceptable

risks and so strengthen their risk resilience.
However, there is still one arguable area of
weakness across all sectors – the alignment
of risk and business strategy. Although this
is receiving increased attention within the
insurance industry,
with both ORSA and
the ‘Use Test’ providing
a degree of regulatory
imperative, more could
be done.
The board must
take the lead, clearly
articulating its
view; this can then
be reﬂected in the
deﬁnition of risk appetite and the promotion
of a risk-aware culture.
With the investment in risk management
for Solvency II, the insurance industry (and
the actuarial profession with it) faces huge
reputational risks from major events that are
not reﬂected in our ever-more sophisticated
models. The next grey-swan event is just
around the corner – any additional steps
organisations can take to strengthen risk
resilience should be embraced. a

“Catastrophic risks
can not only threaten
an individual
organisation’s existence
but also undermine
entire industries.”

Armoghan Mohammed is a partner in PwC’s
risk practice in London and has held actuarial,
underwriting and management positions in
the insurance and banking industries in the UK
and the US
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Employer
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Opinion
CEO’s comment
Derek Cribb looks at inspiring public
conﬁdence through regulation

‘Clear,
focused
and ﬁt for
purpose’
Derek Cribb is the
chief executive of
the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries

Regulation may not seem the sexiest of subjects,
but it is an essential part of the work we do at
the Profession. Our overarching regulatory aim
is “to license and regulate the members of the
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries in such a way as
to assure public conﬁdence”, and we are currently
ﬁnalising our regulatory strategy.
It seeks to deﬁne the Profession’s regulatory
role and to set out the principles that will inform
our regulatory work in relation to standardsetting, qualiﬁcation, continuing professional
development (CPD), compliance monitoring and enforcement. The
strategy emphasises the importance of ensuring that the public
is protected through eﬀective regulation, which is proportionate,
consistent, transparent, accountable and appropriately targeted.
But how will members feel the beneﬁts? We are currently reviewing
the CPD scheme to ensure that it is relevant and eﬀective. We are also
implementing the new professional skills training regime, which aims to
deliver training that will be relevant throughout members’ careers and
meets their needs. We are also working closely with ﬁrms to ensure a
more cohesive approach to regulation.
We have started a review of the Actuaries’ Code and are about to
initiate a review of the disciplinary scheme. Our aim overall, working
alongside our oversight body, the Financial Reporting Council, is
to ensure that our regulatory framework is clear, focused and ﬁt for
purpose, making it easier for members to do their jobs and to be
conﬁdent that other members are meeting these standards too. We
have received an overwhelming response to our conﬂicts of interest
consultation and look forward to publishing our report this year.
We are always keen to receive input from our members. You can get
involved and help shape the regulatory environment by participating
in consultations or by joining one of the Professional Regulation
Executive Committee sub-committees or working parties.
By setting high standards of professionalism, we are able
to maintain and enhance the reputation of the profession
and ensure that it continues to be respected globally. a

DEREK CRIBB
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Acquiring, reﬂecting on and recording workbased skills is a crucial part of qualifying
as an actuary. The aim is to ensure that
students understand the interaction between
theory and practice and that they and their
supervisors are able to regularly review
progress and agree areas for development.
There are some obvious parallels between
this process and internal appraisal and
performance management frameworks.
For some time, the Profession has been
discussing with employers the possibility
of accrediting in-house appraisal schemes,
so that they can be used in place of the
Profession’s system to monitor, assess and
sign oﬀ their students’ work-based skills.
Following this consultation and discussion
with other professional bodies as to how they
organise similar schemes, the accreditation
system has now been launched. Accredited
employers will be able to use the relevant
elements of their appraisal systems to review
and document work-based skills acquisition –
removing any duplication of time and eﬀort.
Any employer can apply for accreditation.
The underlying principle is that the
acquisition of, and reﬂection on, work-based
skills should be equivalent to the Profession’s
system. Employers’ processes and methods of
recording progress do not need to match the
Profession’s, but the level at which skills are
tested and the access to structured training,
development and reﬂection on practice
should be the same.
Information for employers has been sent
to registered student employer contacts
and we hope to accredit the ﬁrst schemes
later this year. A panel including volunteers
from our membership who have experience
of supervising actuarial students will
consider each application, and those that are
successful will be accredited for up to ﬁve
years, after which reaccreditation is required.
For more information, please contact
wbs@actuaries.org.uk.
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Voluntary improvement: working towards
a sustainable resource for the future
Volunteer engagement manager
Debbie Atkins describes the work that the
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries has begun
to enhance the volunteering experience
for members.
Acting on feedback from members and
employers for more information and detail on
volunteering generally, we are seeking to take
small steps to enhance the information that is
currently available.
Working together, key volunteers and
members of the executive staﬀ are looking
at the kind of changes we could undertake
that would make a diﬀerence; avoiding
“volunteering overload” for some members;
and creating a sustainable resource for
the future.
Our volunteers are the lifeblood of our
Profession and we want to build on what is
good and enhance the opportunities that
are available. We are keen to expand those
opportunities to highlight the beneﬁts to
employers and to include more ways in which
we can involve our international members, our

students and members who are at a distance
from London or central Scotland. Our aim
is to make the experience more rewarding
and enjoyable experience for our volunteers
and to look at ways of enhancing the working
relationship between volunteers and the
executive staﬀ working with them.
As part of this process, we want to ensure
that we:
● Thank all of our active volunteers for
their support.
● Create a directory of all the volunteer
opportunities that are fulﬁlled throughout
the year.
● Give clarity to task and time commitment.
● Promote ways in which members can
get involved.
A lot of work remains to be done and you
will be hearing more about this in the coming
months. This will be an evolving, two-way
process. As ever, we are keen to hear your ideas.
If you would like to share your thoughts, please
contact Debbie Atkins or any of the team noted
below on (+44) 131 240 1803 or debbie.atkins@
actuaries.org.uk

CONFERENCES –
SAVE THE DATES
E CPD networking event
on Irish issues: current
developments and
challenges in the general
insurance market
16 April, Staple Inn Hall, London WC1V 7QJ
16.30 to 18.00 (registration 16.00)
This session is aimed at actuaries interested
in being updated on the latest developments
within the Irish general insurance market. It
will be particularly useful for actuaries who
sign statements of actuarial opinions, but
would be suitable for anyone who would like
to know more about the market.
Tony Jeﬀery, deputy head of insurance
supervision at the Financial Regulator, will
provide an overview on how the Central
Bank plans to supervise ﬁnancial institutions
under the new probability risk and impact
system (PRISM), in addition to a round-up of
other regulatory changes.
David O’Connor, Towers Watson, will
look at what the domestic market is doing
in terms of claims development and the
underwriting cycle. He will also provide a
summary of the captive insurance market.
For more information visit: bit.ly/zWEC3L

E Life ﬁnancial reporting
metrics workshop

Memoria Lewis –
interim director,
membership support

Debbie Atkins –
volunteer engagement
manager

Amanda Davey –
head of events and
sponsorship

Jill Chipchase –
practices manager

CPD online declarations
due this month

Seminar to form part of
risk actuary qualiﬁcation

Reporting year 1 July 2011 – 30 June 2012
As the Profession is now well through the current
reporting year for members in Category 2, this
comes as a reminder to all Fellows and Associates
who are fully regulated by the UK Profession to
ensure that their online CPD declarations are
accurate by 30 April. These members also need to
ensure that their CPD activity records are up to date
by 31 July to cover activity to 30 June. Full details
of the CPD requirements, including details of the
sanctions policy for non-compliance, can be found
on the ‘members’ tab on the profession’s website. If
you have any questions regarding the CPD scheme,
please contact cpd_feedback@actuaries.org.uk

One of the recommendations of the Chartered
Enterprise Risk Actuary (CERA) board, when
reviewing the Profession’s qualiﬁcation, was
that the Institute and Faculty runs a seminar
after the ST9 exam.
This will allow delegates to investigate
and discuss more practical applications of
enterprise risk management, which is not
possible in the time allowed for the exam.
The ﬁrst seminar will be oﬀered in spring
2013. It must be taken after passing ST9
and will be compulsory after 1 September.
Bookings will be taken after October’s ST9
exam results are released in December.

24 April, Staple Inn Hall, London WC1V 7QJ
09.30 to 16.40 (registration 09.15)
This workshop will develop delegates’
understanding of the key metrics in life
ﬁnancial reporting, their various uses and
how they ﬁt together. The sessions will be
interactive and cover a mix of presentations,
group discussion and practical exercises.
Places are limited. Book before 23 March for
early booking discount.
For more information visit: bit.ly/zLHU2U

E Boards and Solvency II
30 May, Staple Inn Hall, London WC1V 7QJ
16.30
Solvency II will transform insurer corporate
governance and director responsibilities
– are you prepared? To participate in a
non-executive directors workshop, where
you can discuss and share experience on
the challenges of ORSA, models, group
structures, the reinvented actuarial function
and more. For further information, please
email craig.ajimuda@actuaries.org.uk.
Registration details will be available on the
Profession’s website in the coming weeks.
www.actuaries.org.uk
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News
Profession
NEWS UPDATES FROM THE ACTUARIAL PROFESSION

Appointment to boost
public aﬀairs
The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries has
appointed Paul Reynolds as its public aﬀairs
director, with eﬀect from 1 May 2012.He joins
the Profession from the Pension Protection
Fund (PPF), where he is director of corporate
aﬀairs. Reynolds has extensive experience in
corporate communications within a range of
environments. He started his career as a civil
servant with the Beneﬁts Agency and then the
Department for Social Security, where his roles
included policy manager and private secretary
to the secretary of state.
Commenting on the appointment,
Derek Cribb, CEO of the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries, said: “We are looking
forward to beneﬁting from Paul’s
well-established expertise in managing
integrated communications programmes and
extensive experience in thought leadership and
building stakeholder relationships.”

New CPD workshops
open to members
The Profession is launching two streams of
continuing professional development (CPD)
to help you hone your skills and keep up
to date. Watch out for articles, events and
training opportunities through the website,
e-newletters and The Actuary magazine.

Professional skills Helping
members understand, in
practical terms, how the
Actuaries’ Code is integral to their working
lives. Topics as diverse as whistleblowing,
enhanced transfer values, conﬂicts of
interest and the law will be covered.
Masterclasses An
opportunity to explore or
brush up on a business skill:
communication, presentation, leadership,
style and more…

CPD: body of evidence
The Profession monitors around 250 CPD records each
month, both Category 2 and fully regulated. Monitoring
has shown that members do not expect to be spot
checked and some are ﬁnding it diﬃcult to comply in
terms of providing evidence. Please note that you could
be asked to provide evidence of your completed CPD
at any time. As stated in the CPD scheme, you need to
keep your evidence for two years.
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Sir Joseph Burn prize 60 years on
The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries held a dinner on 14 March at London’s Staple Inn Hall to
celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Sir Joseph Burn prize and the Profession’s commitment to
excellence in learning and research. The dinner was attended by over 70 guests, including past
winners and representatives from a range of academic, regulatory and public policy bodies.
Jane Curtis, president of the Institute and Faculty, in her opening speech, recognised the
achievements of volunteers, staﬀ and partners who contribute to the Profession’s thought
leadership activities. Guest speaker Allister Heath, editor of daily business newspaper
City A.M, highlighted a lack of basic ﬁnancial understanding across a broad spectrum,
which, he argued, needs to be urgently addressed. The Profession plans to make a signiﬁcant
contribution in this area as part of its public aﬀairs programme over the coming year.
The Sir Joseph Burn prize is awarded to a student who has demonstrated exemplary merit,
having completed the Profession’s examinations to become a fellow of the institute. The prize
was established in 1952, thanks to a legacy from the family of Sir Joseph Burn KBE.
Derek Cribb, chief executive, closed the evening by outlining the range of research initiatives
being undertaken by the Profession in the year ahead. He also highlighted the establishment of
the Actuarial Research Centre based in Edinburgh, funded by an endowment from the Institute
and Faculty of Actuaries and formally linked to the Scottish Financial Risk Academy (SFRA)
and Heriot-Watt University.

Historical actuarial research goes online
The full content of British Actuarial Journal
and its predecessor journals, Journal of the
Institute of Actuaries and Transactions of the
Faculty of Actuaries, is now available online
on the JSTOR platform.
Journal of the Institute of Actuaries began
life as The Assurance Magazine in 1851.
Transactions of the Faculty of Actuaries
was ﬁrst published in 1904 and was based
on Transactions of the Actuarial Society
of Edinburgh, published in four volumes
olumes
between 1886 and 1900. British
Actuarial Journal succeeded
Journal of the Institute of
Actuaries and Transactions of the
Faculty of Actuaries in 1995.
JSTOR is a not–for–proﬁt
service that helps scholars,

researchers and students access a wide range
of content from a trusted digital archive,
including over 1,500 academic journals.
JSTOR is as enthusiastic as the Profession
about this project. A JSTOR representative
commented: “I cannot tell you how excited we
are for your journal to be joining JSTOR. This
is our ﬁrst actuarial journal, and I am thrilled
that our users around the world will be able to
access one that is of such exceptional quality.”
Members
can access JSTOR via
Mem
the Profession’s
Athens Portal of
Pr
online
onlin research resources. Contact
libraries@actuaries.org.uk
libra
for
login. The journals are also
a log
available
via Cambridge Journals
ava
Online
on the Profession’s
Onl
website
we
www.actuaries.org.uk
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Research project
grant to tackle
‘limits to growth’ on
ﬁnancial markets
The Profession has announced the award of a research grant to
investigate ‘limits to growth’ on ﬁnancial markets and the consequent
eﬀect on ﬁnancial advice. The grant is in response to a call for further
study into the area.
The objectives of the research are several-fold and aim to provide
answers to the following questions and issues.
a) Actuaries understand that economic growth derived from physical
growth cannot continue indeﬁnitely. The mathematics of exponential
growth, as illustrated by compound interest, tells us this. What
happens if this type of economic growth does not continue for the
reasons outlined above either regionally or globally?
b) The historical perspective has been that technological development
and the advancement of human knowledge drives economic growth.
What is the risk that resource or environmental constraints will
outweigh improving technology and constrain growth, in a timescale
relevant to our generation?
c) There is a need to investigate further the relationships between
capital (ﬁnancial and human), complexity, energy, money and GDP
from a macro-economic perspective.
d) What would ﬁnancial markets look like in a prolonged period of
resource constraint? How would interest rates, credit spreads, equity
risk premia, discount rates, inﬂation and mortality be aﬀected?
It is the Profession’s intention for the research to continue after this
initial project. The second stage would look at further implications of
this issue and speciﬁcally at the impact on consumers in the future.
The initial project will have two aspects:
Part one: investigation of limits to growth, covering energy
availability, energy security, climate change, population changes,
environmental degradation, water scarcity, food prices and
resource depletion.
Part two: what would happen to ﬁnancial markets if economics
became a ‘zero-sum game’, focusing on the actuarial implications of
the slow-down or the cessation of, and regional variations in, global
economic growth?
A multi-disciplinary team led by Aled Jones (below), director
of the Global Sustainability Institute at Anglia Ruskin University,
has been awarded funding
for the initial project.
The team also comprises:
Catherine Cameron, director,
Agulhas; Ben Caldecott,
head of European policy,
Climate Change Capital;
Nick Silver, director, Callund
Consulting; and Irma Allen,
research assistant.
The team will report its
ﬁndings at an event to be
organised by the Profession in
late 2012.
For further information on
the project, please email sarah.
mathieson@actuaries.org.uk.
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Don’t let the numbers
puzzle you. Fill in the
gaps with ReMetrica.
Aon Benﬁeld helps its clients progress from pillar
to pillar with its Solvency II focused version 5 of
ReMetrica.
ReMetrica continues to evolve to enable actuaries
to enhance their internal models under Solvency
II. Using ReMetrica, our clients are able to deliver
an Own Risk and Solvency Assessment that solves
business puzzles and generates a return on their
Solvency II investment.
For a demo, visit:
www.aonbenﬁeld.com/remetrica_demo

aonbenﬁeld.com/empower
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News
Industry
news@theactuary.com

Budget 2012:
good and bad
Chancellor George
Osborne’s budget has
received a mixed reaction.
Pensions experts
welcomed the lack of
major changes to tax relief,
but feared the impact of
an end to age-related tax
allowances on pensioners.
bit.ly/budgreact

ISTOCK

Bank dismay at
Solvency II cost

Banks’ capital up, but more must be done
The Bank of England’s ﬁnancial policy committee has
called on banks to raise more capital to increase their
resilience in a ‘fragile’ ﬁnancial environment
Minutes from the committee’s March meeting reveal that while banks
had made “some progress” in building capital levels since its previous
meeting in November 2011, more needed to be done.
The committee remained concerned that “capital was not yet at levels
that would ensure resilience in the face of prospective risks” and noted
that “the ability to make further progress via greater restraint of cash
distributions was limited”. It therefore advised banks to raise external
capital as early as was feasible.
The committee, chaired by Bank of England governor Mervyn King,
exists in an interim form, but is set to be created as a statutory body
later this year. Its monitoring role means it can pass on concerns to the
Prudential Regulation Committee being established as part of the new
‘twin peaks’ system of ﬁnancial regulation.
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/BoEcapital

Risk transfer deals ‘likely to top £50bn’
The total value of pension scheme risk transfer deals
completed since 2006/07 is likely to top £50bn by the end
of this year, according to Hymans Robertson
Quarter four of 2011 saw £8.5bn worth of deals alone – more than the
value of deals completed in the whole of 2010 – the actuarial ﬁrm
revealed in its Managing Pension Scheme Risk Report 2011, published
in conjunction with Club Vita.
That burst of deals means insurance companies and banks have taken
on the risks associated with over £40bn of pension scheme liabilities
since 2006/07. FTSE100 companies alone have now transferred the risks
associated with over £13bn of scheme liabilities.
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/riskdeals

The Bank of England’s
deputy governor for
ﬁnancial stability, Paul
Tucker, has expressed his
“dismay” at how much
Solvency II is costing.
bit.ly/GQAp13

A series of longevity
indices, aimed at
making longevity swaps
accessible to far more
pension schemes, is being
launched by securities
trader Deutsche Börse and
Club Vita.
bit.ly/GQAZQW

LLMA launches
longevity indices
More at bit.ly/GSpIfE

Number of adults with
poor numeracy skills
reaches 17 million
Almost half the working-age population in
England have poor numeracy skills, according
to new charity National Numeracy.
The charity, whose backers include
Nationwide Building Society and Oxford
University Press, said the 17 million with poor
numeracy skills represented an increase of
nearly 2 million over the past eight years. A
total of 49% of adults are aﬀected, compared
with 47% eight years ago.
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/numeracy17

PIC in pension
insurance buyout
More at bit.ly/GQz1vn

Pay rise for
risk managers
More at bit.ly/GStwNZ

Weak risk
management
behind FSA ﬁnes

Sants to
leave FSA
More at bit.ly/GIVsBR
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The 20% of the UK population still smoking
will lose 100 million years of life, the Royal
College of Physicians (RCP) has warned.
Marking 50 years since the 1962 publication
of its ﬁrst-ever report on smoking, the doctors’
association called for more government action
to address the issue, including higher prices
for cigarettes and removing brand associations
on cigarette packaging.
While the number of smokers in the UK has
fallen signiﬁcantly, around 10 million people
still smoke, it said. According to the RCP, half
of those will die from smoking unless they quit
– losing a total of 100 million years of life.
More than 6 million people have died as
a result of smoking since 1962, it added, but
at least 362,000 deaths have been prevented
by the gradual reduction in the prevalence of
smoking since that time.
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/smokeRCP

New indices to
open up swaps

More at bit.ly/GRxjfJ

MORE BREAKING NEWS ONLINE
Visit www.theactuary.com for breaking news
and to register for weekly news alerts

Smokers will lose
100 million years of life,
say doctors

Pension rules reform must
ﬁnd balance, says EIOPA
European pension regulation reform needs to
ﬁnd an “adequate balance” between security
and aﬀordability, according to the chairman
of the European Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority (EIOPA).
Gabriel Bernardino said that using
liability valuations and risk assessments that
“deny” market reality could not be allowed
to continue. Failing to reﬂect the true risk
stakeholders are facing perpetuates the
continued existence of “clearly unsustainable”
schemes, he said.
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/penbern
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GENERAL INSURANCE

NEWS ROUND-UP

FDIC puts D&O policies to the test

LARGE LOSSES
Grounding of Costa Concordia
cruise liner, Giglio Island, Italy –
13 January

SHUTTERSTOCK

The US’s Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) is taking legal
action against the executives of
failed banks to gain access to the
sums available under directors’ and
oﬃcers’ liability (D&O) policies. It is
understood that, by mid-February,
the FDIC had authorised D&O
litigation against 44 failed banks
(involving 391 individuals), claiming
damages of US$7.7bn, although less than half of these have so far been
pursued. It is thought that the wave of litigation may result in further
testing of whether the “insured versus insured” exclusion found in
many D&O policies prevented coverage for claims brought by the FDIC
as receiver of failed ﬁnancial institutions. This was previously an issue
at the time of the savings and loans debacle in the 1980s. In part, the
FDIC is expected to use the fact that ‘carvebacks’ have been added to the
wording since then to restore coverage in this respect.

US$3bn
Possible total limit

BP payout for Deepwater Horizon
At the beginning of March, BP announced that it had reached a
US$7.8bn deal with the largest group of plaintiﬀs suing the company
over the Deepwater Horizon oil rig spill. It will beneﬁt some 100,000
ﬁshermen, local residents and clean-up workers, whose livelihoods
or health suﬀered. BP has not admitted liability and still faces claims
from the US and state governments. BP said it expects the money to
come from the US$20bn compensation fund it had previously set aside.
The trial in the case, due to begin a few days later, will now be delayed
as a result of the deal, to allow the parties to reassess their respective
positions. It is likely that it will still go ahead in order to apportion
blame for the spill among BP and its fellow defendants, including
Transocean and Halliburton.

Tornadoes in central states, US
– 28 February-3 March

Omnibus 2: proceed with caution

US$1-2bn
Estimated cost of
US tornadoes

There were two separate systems a couple
of days apart. The ﬁrst involved at least 36
tornadoes, which aﬀected a wide area from
Nebraska to Indiana, causing at least 10 deaths.
The second involved some 150 tornadoes, which
mainly aﬀected Kentucky and Indiana, causing at
least 39 further deaths. The number of tornadoes
in this second system exceeds the normal total
for the whole of March. Several small towns
and villages were completely destroyed. An
early estimate put the cost at between US$1bn
(£631m) and US$2bn (£1.3bn).

Earthquake in Philippines –
6 February

US$1bn
Economic losses

This quake of magnitude 6.7 occurred in the
southern Philippines, with its epicentre in the
Cebu area. It was followed by at least three
major aftershocks. The area is heavily populated
and contains several cities, including Cebu
and Guihulngan City. At least 42 deaths have
been reported, following landslides and building
collapses. The economic loss has been put at
US$1bn (£631m), but less than 10% of this is
believed to be insured.

MORE GI NEWS ONLINE
For further GI news, visit theactuary.com/news
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Insurers have welcomed MEPs’ decision to back a raft of amendments
to the Omnibus 2 Directive in a vote in Brussels, but said that several
questions remain over how the rules will aﬀect the insurance industry.
The European Parliament’s economic and monetary aﬀairs
committee voted overwhelmingly in favour of most of the proposals for
the directive, which would amend Solvency II in a number of key areas
– including its implementation date and transitional arrangements.
Paul Clarke, global Solvency II leader at PricewaterhouseCoopers,
said: “Despite a number of political challenges and various delays, it is
great news that the majority of amendments put forward by parliament
have been approved in the vote. This is important progress and the
industry is now one step closer to having rule certainty.”
In particular, he said it was positive that the amendments approved
today include a version of a matching adjustment. Many insurers view
this as “essential” for their ability to oﬀer aﬀordable long-term annuity
products, he said.
But, he added, “it remains to be seen whether this will address all of
the industry’s concerns”.
Insurance Europe said it was disappointed over the provisions
relating to long-term guarantees included in today’s approved text, but
said it was hopeful the “crucial issue” would be discussed in the next
stage of the legislative process.
Michaela Koller, director general of the industry body, said: “We urge
negotiators to ensure that insurers can continue to provide guaranteed
savings products at a reasonable price for consumers.”
For more on this story, visit bit.ly/insomni2

Two protection and indemnity (P&I) clubs, The
Standard and Steamship Mutual, are understood
to be involved in the loss, and they would
potentially share the ﬁrst US$8m (£5m) of claims.
After this, the loss passes into the International
Group pool and then the reinsurance layers, with
a possible US$3bn (£1.9bn) total limit, although
early estimates suggest that liability losses will be
around US$250m (£158m).
However, a class action claiming US$160,000
(£101,003) per passenger has commenced in the
US – at least 39 passengers are involved in this.
By the end of January, Costa Cruises had oﬀered
passengers €11,000 (£9,180) each, in addition to
refunding the cost of the cruise plus medical and
travel costs. Wreck removal has been estimated
to cost US$150m (£95m).
In mid-February, it was suggested that
insurance coverage for the vessel could be void
if the courts upheld charges of negligence or lack
of seaworthiness – it has been suggested that the
master disabled navigation alarms.
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If you have any newsworthy items for
these pages please email
social@theactuary.com

News
People & Society

Sweet charity
Hugh Scurﬁeld, past president of the
Institute (1990-1992), is one of many
actuaries involved in charity work.
Since he retired, Hugh has given a lot of
his time to charities, especially hospices.
He was chairman of the Severn Hospice
in Shrewsbury, deputy chairman of the
national charity Help the Hospices and,
more recently, chairman of the King’s
School Worcester Development Trust.
At the Severn Hospice, Hugh chaired
the weekly lottery company for 17 years,
raising over £9 million. While at Help the
Hospice, Hugh did a sponsored walk up
Kilimanjaro, raising £4,000. At King’s
School, £7 million was raised in Hugh’s
seven years there.

Indian
inspiration
Following a trip to India, actuaries
Jeﬀ and Margaret Rowney (née de Valois),
former editor of The Actuary magazine
(right) have decided to undertake
two challenges in aid of The Equal
Community Foundation, a pioneering
charity that works with perpetrators
of violence and discrimination against
women in India.
On 18 May, Jeﬀ, a keen cyclist and son
of ex-professional cyclist and chair of
Herne Hill Velodrome Bill Rowney, will
undertake a long-distance cycle ride in
the Alps. He will climb to an altitude

Gifted pursuits
of 4,000m and cover 200km over two
days. Margaret’s challenge is to create
a hyperbolic plane (an object of only
negative curvature) in crochet, making it
as large as possible by the end of May.
You can sponsor them at mydonate.

bt.com/fundraisers/magsandjeﬀecf

The Other Half Club
Fancy a social gathering, organised for the spouses and partners of actuaries? We meet
approximately ﬁve times a year for day or evening excursions, mainly in London,
with the occasional invitation extended to the actuaries to join us.
For the remainder of this year, our activities are as follows:
2 or 11 May A walk conducted by Robin Michaelson, an actuary and Blue Badge
Tourist Guide.
6 July A visit to The Wallace Collection, with guided tour
and lunch.
29 October Dinner at the Café du Marché in Charterhouse
Square.
We would be happy to welcome new
members, and anyone interested should
contact Anne Woolhouse (01590 624265,
anne.woolhouse1@btinternet.com) or
Ginny Wright (020 8789 0034,
virginia@wright778.orangehome.co.uk)

Anyone for golf?
The next event for the
Worshipful Company of
Actuaries is an outing to
Sandwich, Kent, to play the
Prince’s Golf Course on 30 April
and the Open course of Royal St

The Insurance Charities has announced
the launch of ‘Insurance Has Talent 2012’,
an exciting chance for the insurance
industry to come together and show oﬀ
their talents.
Simply organise a competition in your
workplace or your local institute, upload
the winning performance to YouTube by
30 November 2012 and it will be entered
into a virtual grand ﬁnal to win £1,000 of
performance coaching. The winner will
be announced in December 2012.
The aim is to raise awareness of the
charity, which helps members of the
insurance industry who face ﬁnancial
hardship. The competition is open to
anyone, regardless of whether they belong
to the Chartered Insurance Institute (CII).
View the advert for the Insurance Has
Talent competition and download a
toolkit to help you organise your own
competition at theinsurancecharities.

George’s on 1 May. The group
is 24 strong, with 13 actuaries
from the Livery Company.
We will be entering a team
of four actuaries for the main
inter-Livery golf competition,
The Prince Arthur of Connaught
Cup, played over 36 holes at

org.uk/events_iht.htm

Walton Heath Golf Club on
17 May. The WCA Master’s Cup
is being played at Eﬃngham Golf
Club on 26 June. This competition
is open to any actuary and is not
restricted to Livery members.
Anyone interested should email
billsmith100uk@yahoo.co.uk

We would be delighted to hear from you if you have any newsworthy items for these
pages. Please contact Yvonne Wan at social@theactuary.com.
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Like The Actuary on Facebook

Follow @TheActuaryMag on Twitter

Join The Actuary’s LinkedIn group

Bank of
England opens
its doors

CANUK hosts longevity risk forum
The Chinese Actuarial Network UK
(CANUK) held an open forum for longevity
risk on 9 March in the America Square
Conference Centre, London, attended by
more than 70 actuarial professionals.
Feifei Zhang, ﬁnancial risk director
at Aviva UK and president of CANUK,
opened the evening with an introduction
of CANUK’s objectives: a) to provide a
networking platform for Chinese actuaries
in the UK and further aﬁeld; b) to support
Chinese actuarial professionals in the UK
through educational and social events
such as this forum. CANUK was launched
at Staple Inn, London, on 2 December 2011.
Joseph Lu, director of longevity risk at
L&G, spoke at the forum. He described
how business was booming in longevity
risk, with more improvements in the life
expectancy of over-65s being seen in the
past 20 years than in the previous 150
years combined. He covered three broad
categories of longevity-related business –
individual annuities, bulk annuities and
longevity swaps.
Lu suggested that in China the next
10 years would see the number of people

aged 60 and over increase by about 100
million, while the number of people aged
15-39 would fall. This change in population
structure would increase the burden for
elderly care and aﬀect the sustainability of
China’s social and economic model.
The session then moved onto genetics
and insurance and trading life insurance
policies in the US
secondary market,
with an address
from Dr Billy Yu of
Traymar Capital.
To conclude, YenLan Chueh from Deutsche Bank joined
Lu and Yu for a Q&A session facilitated by
Feifei Zhang.
CANUK would like to thank the UK
Profession, Darwin Rhodes for sponsorship,
Xu Pei for photography, and the volunteers
who made this event possible.
To register and receive CANUK
newsletters, visit the network’s website:

www.chineseactuary.org
The authors can be contacted via email:
yan.liu@chineseactuary.org and
haijing.wang@chineseactuary.org

Births
Nan Jiang (ING-BOB Life in China) and
Olivia Hai (HSBC Insurance) are pleased to
announce the birth of their ﬁrst daughter,
Helen Jiang, (left) on 11 December 2011.
.
Chris Duggleby (FarrSight Solutions) and wife
Rachel are pleased to announce the birth of
their second child, Toby, on 31 January 2012,
a little brother for Natasha.
Deaths
Guy DUNPHY died recently, aged 71. He
became an Associate of the Institute in 1969.

A group from the Worshipful Company of
Actuaries was lucky enough to have a tour
of the Bank of England on the evening of
10 February with curator John Keyworth.
The Bank arranged the 90-minute tour
as a special event, providing access to the
working areas of the bank, way beyond the
museum area accessible to tourists.
The evening was fascinating, with
something to suit all interests: art,
architecture, bronze, visits to the Court
Room, and to the Committee Room (where
the Monetary Policy Committee meets,
making decisions that ultimately inﬂuence
some fundamental actuarial assumptions).
Sadly, we were unable to enter the
Governor’s parlour, as the Governor and
his staﬀ were still in situ late that evening.
Our guide had a seemingly limitless
knowledge of the Bank and even explained
how quantitative easing is far from new.
When the French invaded Fishguard
in 1797, there was a run on the Bank of
England. The response was to introduce
£1 and £2 notes, printing money in
denominations smaller than previously
available. However, the temptation to forge
the new bank notes proved great, even
though forgery was a capital oﬀence. Three
hundred forgers were executed.
On a cheerier note, we were shown a
cartoon (also from 1797) – edgy satire
surprisingly not out of place in the 21st
century – which led to the bank’s nickname
of The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street.
Attention was drawn to the plaque in
memory of the youngest secretary to the
bank, Kenneth Grahame, also the author of
Wind in the Willows.
History and curiosity aside, the Bank
is a working entity. Security was visibly
present, but not as overbearing as would
be expected for the world’s second largest
store of gold bullion, after Fort Knox.
Suﬃce to say, the group was not taken
anywhere near the gold, where – no doubt
– the security is several degrees tighter.
Surely, such a large, imposing building,
must have been damaged during the
bombing raids of World War II? Well, yes,
but not as you might expect. A stray antiaircraft shell, ﬁred from Ealing, landed on
the roof, causing a burst pipe and ﬂooding.
Other than that, there was no damage!
Everyone agreed that the tour of such a
formidable establishment was a real treat.
Review by W Rayner
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SIAS
Events

TUESDAY 10 APRIL

PROGRAMME EVENT

The global banking crisis is the largest macroeconomic
event that many actuaries have experienced and has had
devastating consequences for tens of millions of people
across the world.

Global banking crisis – what ifs?
Dr Mark West
Staple Inn,
High Holborn,
London WC1V 7QJ

Could governments have avoided the crisis? If so, at
what cost? Could governments have avoided some of
the consequences? What impact could the crisis have on
the global insurance industry? Has everything changed?
Are there any lessons for actuaries?

5.30pm for 6pm start

These are just some of the questions that will be
considered. The speaker will cover the various avenues
that our governments/ﬁnancial institutions could have
taken and how things could have been.
There is no need to register in advance for this event.
Following the meeting there will be refreshments at a
nearby pub.
THURSDAY 17 MAY

SOCIAL EVENT

Wine-tasting evening

It is time for this year’s mystery event. SIAS is
hosting a wine-tasting evening at Laithwaites Wine
Experience at Vinopolis.

Laithwaites Wine Experience at Vinopolis,
Arch 219-221,
Stoney Street,
London SE1 9AA
7pm start

With the stress of the April exam sittings out of the
way, what better way to celebrate than by supping
on ﬁne wine and chatting with friends. There will be
a wide variety of wines to suit every connoisseur’s
taste buds. Experts will be on hand to teach you about
wine-tasting, or you can enjoy a casual drink while
grazing the canapés and chatting about gilt yields.
Tickets cost £20 for SIAS members and £25 for
non-members. Places are limited. Please email
Andy Muddle and Jack Oakshatt at
social@sias.org.uk to reserve your place now!

At SIAS we match donations to help our members increase the money they raise when doing
sponsored events.
If you are a SIAS member raising money for charity, on your own or as part of a team,
you can apply for a matching donation from us. We will match 25% of sponsorship
monies raised by individuals and 50% of sponsorship monies raised by teams of
SIAS members, where members of the team are from more than one employer,
up to a maximum of £500.
Visit sias.org.uk for more details and an application form.

MORE EVENTS ONLINE
For details of events, visit
www.sias.org.uk
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SIAS IS NOW ON TWITTER!
Follow us on @SIAScommittee for all our
latest news on meetings, socials and more!
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Getting ahead in
Actuarial Science
Our expertise in ﬂexible and accessible education and
your passion to succeed in Actuarial Science will enable
you to get ahead.
Study with a top-20 department that provides the support
you are looking for, on a course that’s accredited by the
Faculty and the Institute of Actuaries and offers close
links with industry.
A world-class research university, Leicester offers ﬂexible,
innovative courses because we understand that you’ve
got other responsibilities. In fact, we’re committed to
making sure that everyone in our vibrant community gets
the very best experience at Leicester, whether you’re on
campus or on the other side of the world.

Get ahead,
get in touch
www.le.ac.uk/goto/actuary
+44(0) 116 252 5377
actuary@le.ac.uk

Distance Learning
Department of Mathematics
Postgraduate Diploma/MSc Actuarial Science

What’s coming up
in The Actuary?





October 2012
Published 04 Oct
Contributor deadline 16 Aug
Advertising deadline 14 Sep
 Careers: graduate
 Risk management
 Mortality / longevity

Read, contribute, comment, advertise
Here is your guide to forthcoming issue themes for 2012. If you are
interested in contributing features or other content, you may wish to
target particular dates based on this information.
Please note, however, that the themes are not exclusive: we aim to
cover the latest hot topics and feature a strong cross-section of
articles in each issue. The schedule may also be subject to minor
changes, so please check for the latest details.
May 2012
Published 03 May
Contributor deadline 15 Mar
Advertising deadline 11 April
 Regulation / standards
 Health and care
 Banking / ﬁnancial services
June 2012
Published 31 May
Contributor deadline 12 April
Advertising deadline 11 May

USEFUL
CONTACTS





Solvency II
Risk management
Careers: CPD / training

July 2012
Published 05 Jul
Contributor deadline 10 May
Advertising deadline 15 Jun
 Careers: working overseas
 General insurance
 Pensions
 Mortality / longevity

Reinsurance
Environment
Modelling and software

August 2012
Published 02 Aug
Contributor deadline 14 Jun
Advertising deadline 13 Jul
 Investment
 Life
 Careers: work-life balance
September 2012
Published 30 Aug;
Contributor deadline 12 Jul
Advertising deadline 10 Aug

Editor editor@theactuary.com
Newsdesk news@theactuary.com
Features features@theactuary.com
Student student@theactuary.com

November 2012
Published 01 Nov
Contributor deadline 13 Sep
Advertising deadline 12 Oct
 Solvency II
 Pensions
 Careers: new ﬁelds
December 2012
Published 29 Nov
Contributor deadline 11 Oct
Advertising deadline 09 Nov
 General insurance
 ERM
 Investment

Arts arts@theactuary.com
Advertising (display) philip.harding@redactive.co.uk
Advertising (jobs) katy.eggleton@redactive.co.uk
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On my agenda
features@theactuary.com

CURRICULUM VITAE

ELLIOT
VARNELL
Dan Georgescu talks to Elliot Varnell about
ESGs, CROs and the impact of Solvency II
What did you do before working with economic
scenario generators (ESGs)? I was a millimetre
solid state physicist at a UK government
laboratory, having done a BSc and MSc in
Physics and Microwave Solid State Physics.
The team I worked for built millimetre
wave radiometers for radio telescopes and
satellites, measuring the gas composition of
stars and earth.

What would you have done if you hadn’t become
an actuary? I would have ended up in an
economics-related profession. I was never
that good at soldering 1mm cube diodes in
full cleanroom gear.

Do physicists make the best actuaries? Yes, but
then I am biased. My lecturers warned me
to stay away from mathematicians, because
they would fry my brain with endless debates
about singularities and pathological cases –
actually, I think they had a point. However,
physicists always tended to have a penchant
for ignoring ‘higher order terms’ – which
always seemed rather approximate for people
that built H bombs and rockets.
But, seriously, I would argue that
psychologists, anthropologists, economists,
meteorologists, engineers, etc all make quite
good actuaries too – we need that diversity of
background within our profession to become
eﬀective risk managers and branch out to
areas of industry beyond the traditional areas
that actuaries have operated in.
Who inspires you? Mathematically, people like
Johnny Ball, who made maths interesting and
fun as a teenager, and, later, Ian Stewart for
making mathematics seem intuitive.
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Elliot Varnell is a senior actuary
at Milliman, working in economic
capital and asset/liability
modelling. He has 15 years of
experience researching and
developing economic scenario
generators (ESG). He was most
recently a principal adviser at
KPMG and worked previously at
Barrie & Hibbert, Deloitte and
Bacon & Woodrow. He is a regular
author and speaker at industry
events and has consulted for
many of the Chief Risk Oﬃcer
(CRO) Forum companies. He
works with various professional
bodies – including the UK
Actuarial Profession’s ﬁnance and
investment research committee,
the ERM Research Committee
and the Extreme Events Working
Party – and is the risk chair of the
Risk and Investment Conference
2012 in Leeds. Internationally,
he has worked for the Groupe
Consultatif on Solvency II and
the International Actuarial
Association on risk management.

Scientiﬁcally, I have great admiration for
James Lovelock for his ability to see and
communicate that a systems approach is
needed to understand our planet. I studied
physics, so should cite Richard Feynemann
for his brilliant way of communicating
complex ideas in that ﬁeld.
In business, it would be Sir John Harvey
Jones for showing how to tap into the social
network of the ﬁrms he was helping to ﬁnd
out the true causes of business failing and for
his ability to confront management in a direct
but humane way. He was invariably right.
As far as actuaries go, I had the pleasure of
working with Tim Sheldon and David Gulland
early in my career, who were excellent role
models for an actuarial trainee. I still ﬁnd
myself inspired by many actuaries in the
Profession, too numerous to mention here.

“Boards should use their
models to make decisions
rather than letting models
make the decisions the
board should be making.”
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they just provide a conduit to value a set of
cash-ﬂows based on a set of assumptions that
the model builder and calibrator decided
on or implicitly assumed. For me, the way
that the model builder and calibrator come
up with their assumptions and how they
justify them are far more important. Even
more signiﬁcant are the assumptions that the
designer or calibrator are not even aware they
made – because they are ‘obviously true’ or
Rumsfeldian ‘unknown unknowns’.

What gets you up in the morning? The best bit
about my job is the variety of people I meet
and the opportunity to be paid to think, solve
problems and teach. I think that is a luxury
that many don’t have, so I feel lucky that I do.

How far have the Profession’s knowledge and
skills developed during your years in economic
modelling? I would say a long way, but not
always visibly. There are a lot of really good
students and young actuaries out there with
some exciting new ideas. I hope that over
the coming years we will hear a lot more
from these younger members and that the
Profession will create an open and nonjudgemental environment that encourages
them to share the products of their research .
I think there is a tendency to hang on the
coat tails of the banking quant community
and fall into the trap of believing that the
more complex the algebra, the more right
the answer must be. We are now starting
to see ﬁnance academics echo ideas that
short-term investing is really diﬀerent to
long-term investing. The revisiting of ﬁnance
theory in the wake of the crisis should be an
opportunity for actuaries to gain the leading
edge again.

How would you explain what an ESG does
to a 12-year-old? I’d probably say: “It’s

Were you expecting ESGs to become as important
as they are now when you started? Perhaps. I was

a computer program that makes up*
thousands of diﬀerent ways the economy
could pan out over the next few years.
Among other things, it helps actuaries**
understand what bad things might happen
to the money they are looking after for
pensioners and savers***, so they can do
their best to make sure the pensioners and
savers don’t lose too much of their money if
the economy doesn’t do well.”
(*) using well-documented expert judgement
(**) people who have managed to work
out how to get paid moderately well for
doing maths
(***) for example, grandad’s pension or your
university fund

lucky to work in a research and development
team under Richard Chapman back in
1998, where we ﬁrst developed the Bacon &
Woodrow ESG. The sense in the team was that
these were indeed important tools.
However, it was only the FSA RBS (??) in
2003 that really made them important in the
commercial sense to UK LifeCo (??); prior to
that, most interest was from research and
development-types in pension funds. Market
consistent embedded value (MCEV) was the
other major driver, of course, for the large
European insurers around 2005, and Solvency
II has made them even more commonplace.
I do, however, get concerned when people
say that ESG models are ‘important’, as really

What are an actuary’s best qualities? It depends
on whether they want to be quant actuaries or
business actuaries.
In my view, quant actuaries do best
understanding the maths and ensuring that
knowledge is applied where appropriate
in their business. ‘Where appropriate’ is,
however, the key, as making models ever
more mathematically complex can easily
impede risk management in ﬁnancial ﬁrms.
Actuaries have a crucial role in helping the
board to use their models to make decisions
rather than letting the models make the
decisions the board should be making. They
should be at the forefront of saying how
complex is complex enough.
Business actuaries will need to have
developed a wider skills base than the current
exams system delivers. They are likely to
be actuaries that want to know the answer
and what it means for decision-making. A
great role for a business actuary would be as
chief risk oﬃcer (CRO), but they should be
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The previous president of the Institute and Faculty
of Actuaries summed up his vision that every
CRO, for all industries, will be an actuary. What
are your thoughts? I think Ronnie Bowie was

I hope that we can steer education to create
actuaries with that skill set, building on the
Chartered Enterprise Risk Analyst (CERA)
standard. The reality is that the world
changes quickly, though, so training actuaries
to be able to teach themselves and to have
the conﬁdence to step into diﬀerent areas is
probably more important than making the
syllabus chase the outside world.
There is no insurance/pensions CRO
qualiﬁcation and the profession is very well
placed to provide one. It is even better placed
to provide a professional support network
that CROs may ﬁnd they need to provide
eﬀective challenge within their ﬁrms.
However, if actuaries are to lay claim to
CRO roles beyond insurance and pensions,
the profession will need to initiate chapters
for those industries. An obvious start would
be a chapter for actuaries working in banks
and as investment managers.

and hard-coded market consistent valuation,
which are having unintended consequences on
the function insurance plays in the economies
of diﬀerent member states.
In a parallel universe with no political
backdrop, I would start with the ﬁnance
ministries of Europe and get them to articulate
what role they want an insurance sector to
fulﬁl in the European ﬁnancial system.
The insurance sector plays a diﬀerent
role in diﬀerent EU countries, having grown
symbiotically with the tax, beneﬁt, health and
pension systems in each. Therefore, unless the
European Council and Parliament can agree
the role of insurance in the wider European
ﬁnancial system, the European Commission
and The European Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority (EIOPA) will constantly be
trying to amend their regulations to minimise
disturbance to the ﬁnancial system in each
member state.

If you could build a new insurance solvency regime
from scratch, how close would it be to Solvency II?

What do you do to relax? I am pretty relaxed most

right. Business actuaries can make excellent
CROs, as long as they are not trying to be
quant actuaries at the same time. There are
much wider business skills that a CRO needs,
beyond the current core actuarial syllabus.

I would keep Pillar 2 and the internal model
framework, which I think were well designed
– Basel could learn a lot from the work that
was done on those. However, I think Pillar 1
is struggling with a hard-coded risk measure

ELLIOT
VARNELL
happy stepping into a chief ﬁnance oﬃcer
or chief executive role and adapting to it.
Evelyn Bourke is an excellent example of an
actuary who has held all three of these roles
in recent years. In the world of pensions,
Sally Bridgeland has become the CEO of a
pension fund – so it can and is being done.

And which are you? I was a quant actuary, but
I am becoming or have become (hopefully) a
business actuary.

/GGVKPIVJG7UG6GUV

of the time, as I really enjoy my work. I spend
time with my family at weekends and holidays,
walking the South West Coast Path or skiing.
Occasionally, I get to Stamford Bridge to watch
Chelsea too, although that probably doesn’t
count as relaxation this season! a

4KUM^%CRKVCN^%QPUWNVKPI^'FWECVKQP

'ODGFFKPITKUMECRKVCNFGEKUKQPOCMKPI
KP[QWTDWUKPGUUCPFFGOQPUVTCVKPIVJG
5QNXGPE[++7UG6GUV
BaxterBruce has developed a framework for assessing a company’s
existing capabilities and subsequent progress against meeting the
Solvency II Use Test
Using our framework, we have helped a number of organisations to:
•

link risk & capital decision making to their corporate calendar

•

understand how to further embed risk & capital decision making
into the business

•

manage the transition from the Solvency II programme into
business-as-usual, including assigning ownership for different Uses
across the business

•

engage with a wide range of stakeholders on Solvency II through
being able to describe what it means for them

•

prepare for their Internal Model application

6Q¿PFQWVOQTGCDQWVQWTHTCOGYQTMCPFJQYKVECPJGNR[QWRTGRCTGHQTVJG7UG6GUV
RNGCUGEQPVCEVWUQP   QTXKUKVQWTYGDUKVGCVYYYDCZVGTDTWEGEQWM
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Education
India
Trevor Watkins
reports back on the
ascent of actuarial
education in India

Indian
sunrise
Of the 11,000 current students of the UK
Actuarial Profession, the biggest overseas
market by far is India, with over 2,000
student members. Most, if not all, of these
will also be members of the Institute of
Actuaries of India (IAI), which uses the UK
Profession’s syllabuses but sets its own
examinations twice a year.
Within the context of the new ‘proactive
engagement’ international strategy of the
Profession, we need to work closely with the IAI
to support our members in India. So, when the
IAI hosted the Global Conference of Actuaries
in Mumbai in February 2012, meetings were
held with examiners and members of the IAI
education committee.
Because the UK Profession has a mutual
recognition agreement (MRA) at fellowship
level with the IAI, a candidate who qualiﬁes
in India could work as a qualiﬁed actuary
in the UK. As a result, the UK’s Professional
Oversight Board (POB) has a legitimate interest
in ensuring equivalent standards.

50% pass mark, whereas the UK pass mark can
vary over time and between subjects. Thus, it is
important for UK-based examiners to consider
the diﬀerent approach to setting pass marks
when assessing equivalence of standards with
UK papers. In addition, as there are relatively
few qualiﬁed actuaries in India, the IAI is keen
to use UK-based examiners for its exams.
The Institute and Faculty is also assisting
the IAI in running practical exams in business
awareness [CT9], modelling [CA2] and
communications [CA3] in India. To ensure
equivalence with the UK practical exams, a
memorandum of understanding [MoU] has
been drafted to articulate the agreement
between the two bodies. It is intended that this
will update the existing MRA later this year.
In a bid to enhance quality, the IAI has
introduced an online entrance exam for anyone
wishing to join as a student member. Known as
the actuarial common entrance test [ACET], the
ﬁrst one, in statistics and mathematics, was run
in exam centres around India on 28 January
and attracted approximately 2,000 entries.

Trevor Watkins is head
of learning and education
at the Institute and Faculty
of Actuaries

Indian Statistical Institute
The only Indian university-level institution
that has an exemption recognition agreement
(ERA) with the Institute and Faculty is the
Indian Statistical Institute (ISI). Established in
1932 as a non-proﬁt-making learned society for
the advancement of statistics in India, it is a
high-quality research institute that also oﬀers
a BSc and a Masters of Statistics programme
including actuarial content.
At present, under the ERA, graduates from
the ISI masters can gain exemption from most
of the Institute and Faculty’s core technical
exams if they specialise in actuarial statistics
and if they do well enough. Graduates from the
programme are in high demand in India and
although relatively few take up actuarial trainee
roles, it is hoped that more will now choose
to do so. The two-year MStat programme has
rigorous entry standards and builds on the
three-year undergraduate programme.
Our meetings with both ISI staﬀ and
students were very productive and, over
time, may lead to the development of an
accreditation relationship.
Alongside meetings with representatives of
UK ﬁnancial services ﬁrms operating in India,
the visit gave Ronnie Bowie, immediate past
president of the Institute and Faculty, chief
executive Derek Cribb and myself a much better
understanding of the issues faced by the IAI,
our student and qualiﬁed members in India
and university-level institutions in India.
We sincerely hope this will enable us to
provide a better service for our students
in India and to work more eﬀectively with
the IAI to the common end of working
together successfully. a
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Quality assurance
The UK Profession operates a quality assurance
programme to ensure that qualiﬁcations meet
consistent equivalent standards. The number of
student members of the IAI has grown rapidly
in recent years, now standing at over 12,000.
Many of these members are not employed as
actuarial trainees but are taking exams to help
in their search for a suitable job. Many do not
have access to tuition support, meaning that
the failure rate in IAI examinations can be very
signiﬁcant – much higher than in the UK.
As part of the programme of working with the
IAI, the UK Profession contributed to a seminar
on question setting and marking, hosted for
examiners by the IAI. Tim Birse, chairman of
the board of examiners at the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries, ran the seminar.
While the processes used by the IAI are very
similar to the Institute and Faculty’s, there are
diﬀerences. For example, the IAI always uses a

Our meetings with the IAI have been
invaluable in cementing a good working
relationship and ensuring operational
eﬀectiveness. We hope we will continue to
build on the successful partnership that has
been established.
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Regulation
Technical actuarial standards

Paul Kennedy is the acting
director of actuarial
standards at the Financial
Reporting Council

PAUL KENNEDY

Paul Kennedy explains how the
Financial Reporting Council intends to
exercise its responsibilities for actuarial
regulation and quality in the coming year

PROMOTING
ACTUARIAL
QUALITY IN 2012/13
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is
currently consulting on its draft work plan for
2012-13, which covers the existing work of the
Board for Actuarial Standards (BAS),
the Professional Oversight Board (POB) and
the Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline
Board (AADB).
The FRC has proposed an ambitious
programme of activities, which includes
seeking to evaluate the impact of BAS’s
technical actuarial standards (TASs),
promoting the UK model for actuarial
regulation overseas and in Europe in
particular, and working with the Actuarial
Profession to promote actuarial quality.
The FRC would like your views.
2011 was a busy year for the FRC and its
actuarial team. The BAS issued the last of its
seven standards, which came into full force
in October, and we undertook a targeted
awareness exercise with actuaries and users
of actuarial work to promote adoption of
the standards. We monitored the Actuarial
Profession’s own new ethical standards, and
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guides on whistle-blowing and conﬂicts of
interest, as well as responding to an increased
number of international consultations,
including in Europe. We updated TM1
(which speciﬁes the actuarial methods and
assumptions to be used in statutory money
purchase illustrations), and developed
targeted questions for some of the principal
users of actuarial work. Lastly, the FRC issued
a joint consultation with the government
on proposals to reform and restructure the
FRC itself.
The FRC reform proposals, which were
explained by Jim Sutcliﬀe in the December
edition of The Actuary, generated more than
60 consultation responses and a decision is
expected shortly. The proposals are intended
to ensure a more eﬀective, consistent,
accountable and understandable regulatory
approach across the FRC, with broader input
on actuarial matters, which will in future be
considered directly by the FRC board.
In planning for the future, all of these
developments should put us in a better

position to work alongside our FRC
colleagues in accounting, audit and corporate
governance, and to promote actuarial quality
directly by:
● Maintaining our existing standards, and
monitoring and assessing their impact;
● Promoting our approach to other
standard-setters, especially in Europe;
● Overseeing the Actuarial Profession’s
regulatory activities; and
● Working with the Profession and others
on research and thought-leadership
activities that promote high-quality
actuarial work.

Meeting the standards
The FRC will continue to maintain a set
of actuarial standards and supporting
materials that are ﬁt for purpose. We want to
ensure that actuarial practitioners meet the
requirements of these. We also want to ensure
that users are aware of the standards, and
understand what they should expect from
actuarial information.
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During 2012/13 the FRC will:
● Monitor the eﬀectiveness of technical actuarial standards (TASs) by collecting

feedback from practitioners, users and other stakeholders, and by carrying out
impact assessments.
● Inﬂuence actuarial standard-setting in Europe and worldwide, drawing on the
experience gained in developing and maintaining TASs.
● Research emerging issues and developing practices for which standards can
contribute to high-quality actuarial work.
● Monitor the regulatory activities of the UK Actuarial Profession, in relation to its
members, assessing issues that could aﬀect public conﬁdence in actuaries.
● Contribute to the continuing development of the EU Solvency II project, and
participate in the development of a European approach to actuarial standards,
building on our experience as one of the world’s leading independent actuarial
standard-setters.
Source: draft FRC plan for 2012/13

“Does the
scope of the
standards
remain
appropriate
or should it be
modiﬁed?”

Our ﬁrst project is a review of TAS
Association is developing international
pooled arrangements, and of the expectations
compliance statements. The review
actuarial standards.
of users and regulators on fairness. It will look
considers the approaches being adopted
The FRC supports international actuarial
at the work actuaries undertake in order to
by practitioners to the requirement to state
standards that are proportionate, targeted,
advise on fairness, and consider the training,
compliance, and seeks the views of users on
clear, principles-based and outcomeskills and external support they are given
the resultant statements. We aim to publish
focused. We believe that guidelines on
to support them in providing such advice.
the ﬁndings in the ﬁrst half of 2012.
Solvency II should be consistent with our
The project will consider the eﬀectiveness of
The second is a preliminary assessment
Reliability Objective and our Actuarial
standards, education and other regulatory
of the impact of the
Quality Framework. We
interventions in respect of fairness.
standards. TAS R came
also want to ensure that
Actuarial oversight
into force in April
international standards
● Compliance statements
On the conduct side, our work on actuarial
2010, while some of
are compatible with TASs.
● Impact assessment
oversight and discipline continues, and
the speciﬁc standards
During the coming
● Scope review
has its own priorities. For example, the FRC
– on insurance,
year, we will develop
● Plan for full TAS review
● Pension incentive exercises
has an established disciplinary scheme for
transformations and
and publish our policy
investigating public interest cases involving
funeral plans – came
objective in seeking to
actuaries. We have commenced four
into force only recently. Our review will start
inﬂuence other bodies’ actuarial standards,
investigations under this scheme, and have set
with pensions work in the second half of 2012
and work with the Profession and other
aside a reserve for further activity in 2012/13.
before extending to other areas.
stakeholders to monitor and respond to
Our oversight of the Actuarial Profession
An early area for scrutiny is the scope of
external developments.
involves monitoring
the standards themselves. Does the scope of
Research and
developments that may
the standards remain appropriate, or should
promoting
adversely aﬀect public
it be modiﬁed in the light of our preliminary
● International standards
quality
conﬁdence in actuaries and
impact assessment? We hope to publish some
● Solvency II
Building on the FRC’s
assessing the extent to which
initial views in 2013.
● IORP directive
Actuarial Quality
its regulatory activities promote
Both the impact and the scope reviews
● FSA / pensions reforms
Framework, we aim
actuarial quality.
will feed into our full review of the standards
to ensure that the
We have previously made
by 2014. During 2012/13, we will look to
FRC and its stakeholders understand how
a number of recommendations relating
develop and publish a plan for this review.
the quality of actuarial information and
to the need for the Actuarial Profession to
A speciﬁc project for 2012 will be a
actuarial practice can be improved to meet
develop a comprehensive set of ethical and
consultation on bringing actuarial work on
the needs of users so that we are all better
conduct standards; to review the nature
pension incentive exercises into the scope
placed to enable users to make good use of
and scope of professional regulation of
of the standards and whether they should
actuarial information.
practising actuaries, including reliance
include speciﬁc principles to be followed
One of our projects will explore the role of
on quality controls at actuarial ﬁrms;
when providing actuarial advice
actuaries in risk management, identifying
to clarify the expected skills of practising
on incentive exercises.
factors that contribute
actuaries; and to establish a framework for
Aﬀecting
to high-quality actuarial
developing, maintaining and conﬁrming
outcomes
information within risk
professional competence.
International
management, and any
The Profession is making progress on our
● Risk management
regulators are starting
practices that are issues for
recommendations; for example, with its work
● Fairness
to develop actuarial
concern, considering the
on whistle-blowing and conﬂicts of interest.
standards and
existing training of actuaries
We will continue to monitor this.
guidelines; for example, the European
and the operation of actuarial standards.
More details of our proposed work plan
Commission and the European Insurance and
Another project seeks a better
may be found on our website, where we also
Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA)
understanding of the criteria and
intend to publish regular progress reports on
are developing guidelines in relation to
principles for fair treatment of pensioners,
our work during 2012. a
www.frc.org.uk
Solvency II, and the International Actuarial
policyholders and other participants in

TAS maintenance

Inﬂuencing

Research and
promoting quality
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PAUL SWEETING

Paul Sweeting examines
how to measure the
co-movement of investment
returns at the extreme ends
of a distribution

Extreme measures
The way in which investment returns behave
when movements are more extreme has been
a focus of ﬁnancial modellers for some time.
Approaches such as copula theory allow such
features of returns to be modelled. However,
it is also important to consider how the risk of
extreme co-movement is measured.
There are a number of approaches that
could be used. For example, tail correlation –
essentially the correlation calculated between
observations in the bottom left (or top
right) of a joint distribution – could be used.
However, this measures only the direction
of the relationship between the variables.
This is an issue, because it does not matter
if the relationship between two variables
in the joint tail of a distribution is strongly
positive if the probability of there being an
observation in this tail is vanishingly small.
An alternative approach is to consider the
proportion of observations in the tail of the
distribution. It makes sense to normalise this
measure, and the obvious normalising factor
is the maximum proportion of observations
that could possibly be found in the same tail.
This is equal to the centile that is being
evaluated. For example, the maximum
proportion of a joint distribution that would
be found in the bottom 5% of both variables
is 5%. Dividing the observed ﬁgure by the
maximum – or the centile – gives a number
between zero and one.
If the size of the tail used in this calculation
is vanishingly small, then the resulting
statistic is known as the coeﬃcient of tail
dependence. However, when this limiting
measure is used, it has a major drawback:
it does not distinguish between the tail
dependence of any normal distributions or
copulas where the correlation is less than one.
One simple solution is to evaluate the
statistic for a given ﬁnite size of the tail you
are using, for example, the bottom 5% of
observations in each of two asset classes.
This would give a coeﬃcient of ﬁnite tail
dependence at the ﬁfth centile.
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Figure 1
Scatter plot display of the coeﬃcient of ﬁnite tail dependence against the
importance of risks
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Figure 2
Sunﬂower plot
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All of the above statistics can, in fact, be
evaluated for more than two variables at once.
The extension of correlation-related measures
to higher dimensions often means making
arbitrary generalisations to formulae. Often,
the only criterion for such generalisations
is that if only two dimensions are used in a
formula then the result is the ‘traditional’
expression for the correlation. However,
for coeﬃcients of tail dependence (ﬁnite or
otherwise), the inclusion of additional risks is
straightforward. For example, for n variables,
the coeﬃcient of ﬁnite tail dependence for
the ﬁfth centile is simply the proportion of
the joint distribution where all observations
are in the lowest 5% for each variable, divided
by the equivalent ﬁgure.
While these statistics are useful for
analysing the behaviour of joint distributions,
they do not necessarily describe the risks
faced by many institutions. These risks
are not usually focused exclusively on the
risk of extreme joint events; rather that the
combined eﬀect of events will be extreme.
Two statistics are particularly useful here:
the probability of ruin and the economic cost
of ruin. In relation to a stochastic model, the
probability of ruin is simply the proportion
of observations where there is an aggregate
loss beyond some pre-deﬁned threshold.
The economic cost of ruin, on the other hand,
is the average of the observations beyond
that threshold.
While these statistics are useful, they can
also be numerous. This is important, as useful
statistics become useless if they cannot be
interpreted easily. Graphical communication
is important.
A number of approaches are given in
Sweeting and Fotiou (2011), but two in
particular are examined here. The ﬁrst, in
Figure 1, has three items of information.
On the vertical axis is the coeﬃcient of ﬁnite
tail dependence between a particular pair of
risks, although groups of three, four or even
more risks could be considered together.
On the horizontal axis is a measure of the
joint importance of the risks, taken as the
sum of the log of the asset (or liability)
weights, with all weights being taken as
positive. The principle behind this is that
while the relationship between (for example)
two assets might be strong, this is only
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important if there are signiﬁcant holdings
in both of those assets. The sum of log assets
(or liabilities) is intended to capture this.
Lastly, the points are colour-coded. White
dots represent risk combinations between
pairs of liabilities, black dots represent
risk combinations between pairs of assets,
and grey dots represent risk combinations
between an asset and a liability. Black or
white dots in the top right corner therefore
highlight a signiﬁcant risk combination,
one where there is a strong tail relationship
between two signiﬁcant assets or liabilities;

“Useful statistics become
useless if they cannot be
interpreted easily. Graphical
communication is important”

1

0

conversely, grey dots in the top right corner
should be reassuring, since they reﬂect an
asset that matches a liability well.
An alternative approach is to use a
sunﬂower plot (ﬁgure 2). Each point on
which ‘petals’ are centred represents the
combination of assets in particular weighting
‘buckets’. So, for example, the ﬁrst eight risk
combinations all reﬂect a combination of an
asset with a weight of 0.1 and a liability with
a weight of 0.5. The colours of the petals then
signify the strength of these relationships,
from very weak (white) to very strong (black).
More charts are given in Sweeting and
Fotiou (2011), as well as more background
to tail dependency and extreme loss risk
measures. However, this article hopefully
gives a useful overview. a
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Pensions Conference 2012
Fresh Perspectives

Hilton Brighton Metropole

30 May - 1 June 2012

Fresh Thinking
The Actuary’s website has a brand new look for 2012.
With high quality content, useful tools and easy
navigation, you will ﬁnd a wealth of actuarial
resources at your ﬁngertips.
View regular news and register for weekly alerts
Read the latest features and opinion and add
your comments
Access the 11-year content archive
Browse theactuaryjobs.com, the oﬃcial
jobs board of the UK actuarial profession

Visit www.theactuary.com to see how we’ve improved
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Capital modelling
Technology

Head in the
clouds, but feet
ﬁrmly planted
Wherever information is found
in a modern underwriting ﬁrm,
there will usually be an actuarial
team on site to provide analysis
services to business users.
Thanks to the data-crunching
that is essential to their roles,
actuaries require high-speciﬁcation
PCs. However, when the board
needs to decide whether to underwrite
a new line of business or not, the last thing
they want to hear is that the model doesn’t
run fast enough or has fallen over because the
bank of computers in use don’t provide a stable
platform.
Quick and reliable
The business needs quick and reliable access
to management information that allows it to
deliver risk-adjusted return on capital to its
shareholders. Equally, if a capital model takes
three or even six hours to run, then the actuary
needs to be free to carry on with the rest of their
job while the model runs, rather than being
aﬀected by reduced processing power.
In the past six months, we have conducted
cloud-computing trials for both capital
and catastrophe modelling. For example,
by working together with actuaries from a
number of diﬀerent underwriters, we have
been able to design and build platforms that
provide the stability to complete the huge
number-crunching exercises required for
capital modelling. A stable platform that can
be scaled as required provides conﬁdence that
information can be delivered to the business
within a requested timescale.
The issue of speed is also vital for capital
modelling. When the opportunity arises to
underwrite a new line of business, data needs
to be made available to understand the amount
of capital required and whether changes to
the existing quantity or make-up is required.
Waiting a weekend for a model to run before the
decision is made leaves the business open to its
competitors gaining ﬁrst-mover advantage.

One business we worked with had a speciﬁc
requirement to reduce the model runtime to
a maximum of three hours. Working together,
we set up a trial to see whether the application
could perform successfully within this
timespan. Once the environment was up and
running, the ﬁrst phase proved that it was much
more stable than the previous approach of
networked PCs. The next proved that it would
meet the business objective of running the
programme in under three hours – repeatedly.
The team is now able to run the models twice
in a single day, allowing the business to make
decisions more quickly and respond to market
opportunities. Given that the three hours
includes data transport across the internet, we
have worked out that if we connect the oﬃce
and cloud using a dedicated link, we can reduce
the running time to just over an hour and a half.
As the complexity of datasets grows,
processing power needs to expand, which could
mean throwing more high-speciﬁcation servers
at the problem every nine to 12 months. This

James Maudslay is an
insurance consultant
at Colt

James Maudslay
explores how cloud
services can improve
access, processing
and delivery of
information for
underwriting
businesses

can be avoided with a cloud platform, which,
as well as guaranteeing conﬁdence that data
can be provided as and when the
business requires it, also provides
infrastructure that meets the
continuously growing processing
requirements of capital modelling
without the upfront investment.
A cloud platform oﬀers a ﬁnancial
model based purely on consumption,
a pay-as-you-go approach that works for
models that need to be run on a monthly or
ad-hoc basis. Solvency II will almost certainly
require capital models to be run more regularly
and internal business planning may dictate
a monthly requirement or an ad-hoc service
throughout the year. Whichever way you look
at this, regular periods of non-use occur – and
paying for a dedicated, high-spec environment
365 days of the year doesn’t stack up.
Scalability
These models can be run to make businesscritical decisions while being used at the same
time to evolve business processes to address
Solvency II requirements. In an environment
where insurers are increasingly analysing highexposure risks, they need a platform that gives
them the ability to be agile in their decisionmaking. Stability, scalability and pay-as-you-go
are all really important elements of why cloud
services can support businesses.
From our perspective, cloud services are not
a new technology. They present a diﬀerent way
of consuming IT services that is more in line
with the ﬂexibility that businesses need today
to address their challenges. It changes the role
of technology within the business, making it
an enabler for the broker to get to market faster
or improve its internal processes to be more
eﬀective. As the insurance sector continues
to grapple with the increased capital and
reporting demands of Solvency II, these trials
prove that adopting cloud computing platforms
signiﬁcantly reduces the challenges of running
capital models. a
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Tim Jehnichen discusses trends in
life insurance underwriting and how
actuaries need to work closely with
underwriters to develop accurate,
forward-looking best estimates

The future of underwriting:

catching waves
In the past two decades, the life insurance
industry has undergone multiple waves of
change, each with their own inﬂuence on
distribution and underwriting. As a result,
relationships between life insurance and
reinsurance underwriting departments have
altered. More recently, however, we have
witnessed a shift in the relationship between
underwriters and actuaries.

literature and scientiﬁc interpretation.
Consequently, reinsurers are called upon
for complex and multi-factorial cases and
provide capacity to place jumbo risks.
With the move away from underwriting in
the traditional sense, more time was available
to challenge risk assessment and, inevitably,
risk selection.

Wave two Technology
Wave One Market consolidation
Back in the 20th century, reinsurance
underwriters provided insurers with
technical support, capacity for case referrals
and access to medical advisers. Towards the
end of the century, the consolidation of the
life assurance industry was under way. In
recent years, this accelerated, making the
ﬁrst wave of underwriting changes visible.
Why? Improved risk management and,
in particular, risk audits highlighted any
shortcomings in underwriting practices,
which were quickly addressed through
training. Further, consolidation meant
that protection oﬃces now possessed large
underwriting teams of highly trained,
experienced underwriters with access to
a number of medical advisers. As a result,
reinsurers increased authority limits and
saw fewer referrals. In response to antidiscriminatory laws, reinsurers used their
extra resource to provide insurers with
sophisticated online manuals, which were,
and still are, constantly updated with reliable,
evidence-based ratings derived from medical

32

The use of technology in underwriting
assessment is nothing new. Underwriting has
been the perennial target of attempts to drive
eﬃciency improvements in the application
process and, naturally, technology has often
provided the platform to facilitate this.
While the introduction of workﬂow and
imaging systems, electronic applications,
tele-underwriting and online underwriting
manuals have all played their part, it is the
use of increasingly sophisticated electronic
underwriting rules (EUR) systems that has
really revolutionised underwriting.
Without doubt, simply embedding an
EUR system will not transform an insurer’s
underwriting process. It is the underwriting
philosophy adopted that will ultimately
determine results. It is this, more than any
other single factor, that accounts for straightthrough processing (STP) rates in the UK
ranging from 20% - 80%+ (based on Munich
Re market research). Disentangling EUR from
legacy systems also plays a major role. The
conﬁdence to do this arises only from the
knowledge that the rules are identifying all

relevant risks and making the right decisions.
This, in turn, comes only from regular and
detailed data analysis.
The industry has become increasingly
adept at establishing a cycle of EUR
analysis that feeds rule reﬁnement, with
the consequence that average STP rates are
increasing year on year. Provided the right
expertise is drawn upon (and that means
consultation not only with underwriters
but also claims specialists, engine software
experts, actuaries, business analysts and
others), there is no reason to suspect that
these advances have, or will, come at the
expense of actual vs expected results.
The onward and upward march of
electronic underwriting does raise a series of
questions though. Where will underwriting
automation ultimately take us? Is 100% STP
with full underwriting (ie no compromise
in cost) attainable? Is it even desirable? It is
questions such as these that we intend to
explore in 2012.

Wave three
Predictive underwriting
Having previously been something of a
niche interest, predictive underwriting has
certainly become a hot topic over the past
18 months.
It is application of the predictive modelling
that, for example, marketing ﬁrms use to
calculate an individual’s “propensity to
buy”. By attaching as much data as you can
to previous protection applications, you can
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“Simplifying underwriting
for healthy prospects is an
eﬀective way of engaging
with consumers”
use this data (the “explanatory variables”) to
explain the pattern in underwriting outcomes
(the “response variable”). You can then use
these explanatory variables to predict the
underwriting outcomes of a new set of target
lives. Predictive underwriting uses the value
of the data available, whether this is from
in-house sources, commercially bought or
even publicly available. Here, we are using
a risk-based response variable, such as
underwriting outcomes, whereas marketing
ﬁrms may use take-up as a response variable
to predict propensity to buy.
The concept of using data to predict
underwriting outcomes is not new – one of
the earliest examples of implementation in
the UK is from the early 21st century. The
drivers of accelerated interest in predictive
underwriting in the UK are diverse, but most
are related to the fact that consumers are
increasingly disengaged with life insurance.
So simplifying underwriting for healthy
prospects is an eﬀective way of engaging with
consumers and increasing sales. Second, the
changing distribution landscape is driving
solutions such as predictive underwriting.
With the looming implementation of the
Retail Distribution Review (RDR), many

term assurance providers are looking
to increase their sales made directly
to consumers. This channel creates
opportunities for genuine process innovation,
since an insurer has more control over who
enters the underwriting process: you can see
them before they see you.
Most UK implementations of predictive
underwriting to date have resulted in very
simpliﬁed underwriting processes for the
few lives that met the criteria to be selected.
This may also be combined with limiting
the cover oﬀered and controlling who enters
the process in order to prevent or reduce
substantially higher pricing. The aim of
many term assurance providers is to increase
sales made directly to consumers. Simpliﬁed
products and predictive underwriting are a
way to do this.
The scope of predictive underwriting is
much broader than simply identifying those
lives that require reduced or no underwriting.
Other ways of using predictive underwriting
include: segmenting underwriting processes
according to their predicted outcome;
designing bespoke question sets to meet a
minimum acceptance rate criterion; and
combining with ‘propensity to buy’ modelling

Figure 1
Beneﬁts of predictive underwriting
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This diagram shows how predictive underwriting moves you from the lefthand picture, where each decile of
targeted lives is the same, to the righthand picture, where the ﬁrst decile is signiﬁcantly better than the last. This
means that you understand your risk proﬁle better (in terms of their underwriting outcomes).

to identify lives for whom a simpliﬁed
underwriting process would signiﬁcantly
increase take-up rates.
The applications of predictive underwriting
outcomes are vast, especially in the directto-consumer channel. This technique will
eventually be seen as business as usual in
our industry, as it is a natural and obvious
extension of traditional marketing campaign
predictions into the realm of risk outcomes.

Wave four What next?
To recap, market consolidation helped to create
large professional underwriting teams at the
primary insurance oﬃces. Technology has
changed the way in which evidence is collected
and has helped gather more (and more
consistent) data. This data analysis, together
with available external data sources, has driven
the rise of predictive underwriting.
In the next couple of years, we will see a
new wave of regulatory measures coming into
eﬀect. The RDR will certainly inﬂuence the
distribution landscape and cause life insurance
companies to rethink their strategies. The
Gender Directive will certainly aﬀect prices
and therefore competition. As demonstrated
by the last wave, underwriting will move even
closer to actuarial science in future.
In a competitive market, reinsurers need to
understand the underwriting and distribution
philosophy of insurers in order to price
correctly. Actuarial and underwriting teams
are already being brought closer together in
order to support this development adequately.
Reinsurers must also be aware of the ratio of
standard to rated policies and its potential
price implications. They need to follow the
primary oﬃces’ disclosure management
policies closely, in order to be able to judge
the level of risk. Ideally, reinsurers are able to
execute this with such precision that they can
implement forward-looking pricing. This will
quantify the price impact of intended changes
in the insurer’s underwriting practices.
Without doubt, we have seen a shift in how
underwriting and actuarial disciplines work
together. The signs are that this will not only
continue but in fact increase as we look at
smarter ways to select and segment risks. a
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Business Critical
As a self-respecting actuarial
professional, you’ll no doubt want to
keep up with the latest industry
developments, people and society
updates and professional news.
But you’re also busy being an
actuarial professional. Right?
That’s why The Actuary’s weekly email
alert brings you a handy round-up of
only the most relevant news stories
and comment, straight to your
inbox, every Thursday.

Sign up for weekly news alerts today
Visit www.theactuary.com/email-sign-up
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Sonal Shah reports
back on youthful
poetic endeavours

Arts

THE P OW E R
O F PO E T RY
“The opening recital
established that
these young poets
meant business
and that, despite
their age, were
able to tackle
intense themes”
Young people performing poetry is not a common sight. Young people
publicly performing their self-penned poetry – and with real panache – is
an even rarer sight.
The Theatre Royal Stratford East recently played host to the Poets’
Platform 2012, featuring young bards turning their written words into
spoken words. These gifted artists were directed by Kat Francois, poet,
comedienne, actress, playwright and schools and youth facilitator.
This theatrical performance had been advertised as “transforming
personal stories into a dynamic explosion of words, music and
movement” and “a night of lip-smacking, jaw-dropping, tongue-twisting
spoken word”. Such assertions left me intrigued. There was only one way
to verify them and so I found myself in the audience.
The opening recital, graphically yet tenderly describing the aftermath
of a stabbing incident, established that these young poets meant business
and that, despite their age, were able to tackle such intense themes.
This bold poem ensured that the audience was absorbed from the outset.
Various themes were to follow, with the content and delivery ranging
from the comical to the profound. Topics included: the media, with a
repeated chorus of “The media is the minds of the few inﬂuencing the

minds of the many”; culture and heritage, including a powerful delivery
on slavery; a poignant rendition on abortion; humorous takes on bus
and tube journeys in London and the impersonal, impassive nature of
commuters; and an alternative view of everyday objects, such as phones
and keys.
This was a thoroughly enjoyable show and the poets, their poetry and
their performances proved both cleverly creative and creatively clever.

Poetry Unites
The Forum for European Philosophy and the London School of
Economics’ (LSE) department of philosophy, logic and scientiﬁc
method sponsored the Poetry Unites event as part of the LSE Literary
Festival 2012.
The event’s title is taken from the Poetry Unites – My Favourite Poem
project, brainchild of Ewa Zadrzynska, journalist, writer and
ﬁlm-maker. This project consists of several ﬁve-minute ﬁlm clips,
with the protagonist in each being a poetry fan conveying
aspects of his or her life using a favourite poem as a medium in
guiding the narrative. ☛
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☛ Zadrzynska showed a few of her ﬁlm clips, which oﬀered fascinating
insights into the lives of the participants, including a nine-year-old Polish
schoolgirl and a Rwandan refugee now living in France.
Philip Gross, poet, writer and professor of creative writing at
Glamorgan University, read some of his work, showcasing a charming
ﬁlm, the visual interpretation of his poem Room Inside, chosen for the
2010 National Poetry Day campaign.
The ﬁnale of the event was a poetry ‘slam’ – a live, high-energy,
interactive stand-up competition – organised by past winner
Sam Berkson. Other previous winners were also present. These artists
included a rapper-turned-poet, who hip-hopped his way into the top
three, while the winner was past London and UK slam champion,
Keith Jarrett.
Performance poetry may not have the largest fan base, nor be an
obvious choice for an evening out, but it is certainly something I would
recommend for an inspiring and enjoyable experience.
● Sonal Shah is a general insurance actuary currently working as an independent
consultant on Solvency II IMAP and documentation.

THE OLD
BOSS IS BACK
Richard Elliott enjoys
Bruce Springsteen’s latest oﬀering
The Bruce Springsteen glaring out at you from the cover of his classic
1978 album, Darkness on the Edge of Town, is not a man to be messed with.
Wearing the mean, desperate look of the Cain character from the record’s
second track, this is a man, you sense, who isn’t averse to taking matters
into his own hands.
Of course, the tough guy is just one of the personae that Springsteen
has inhabited over the course of his long career; 2009’s Working On
A Dream saw him trying out the country singer on ‘Tomorrow Never
Knows’ as well as – perhaps more unexpectedly – the beach boy on
‘This Life’. But it’s the tough guy who dominates on his latest album,
Wrecking Ball.
Songs such as ‘We Take Care of Our Own’, ‘Easy Money’, ‘Death to
My Hometown’ and the title track reveal an artist deeply indignant at his
country’s ﬁnancial plight and out to get those responsible. If it’s easy to
scoﬀ at Springsteen’s simplistic spin on the recession – bankers are cast
rather unimaginatively as vultures, thieves and worse – it’s easier still
to be swept along by the majesty and scale of his best album in at least
a decade.
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band will be touring the UK this
summer. You can catch them in Sunderland on 21 June, Manchester on
22 June and London on 14 July.
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BOOK REVIEW

Models Behaving Badly, by
Emanuel Derman
TITLE Models Behaving Badly
PUBLISHER Free Press
ISBN: 10:1439164983
RRP: £16.99

Emanuel Derman’s book,
Models Behaving Badly, presents an
extremely varied, thought-provoking
walk through the ﬁeld of modelling.
The subtitle – ‘Why confusing illusion
with reality can lead to disaster on Wall
Street and in Life’ – summarises exactly
what the author seeks to explain.
The book falls into three sections:
ﬁrst, a concise consideration of the
diﬀerence between models and theories;
a long and meandering middle relating to
politics, philosophy and physics; and the
ﬁnal third, in which the author journeys to
the heart of our modelling darkness and
oﬀers, if not a health restorative, at least
some useful health warnings.
In his explanation of how he
distinguishes between a theory and a
model – a distinction central to his thesis
– Derman deﬁnes a theory essentially
as a description that relates to real
principles. Theories, he says, “stand
on their own two feet”, while models
“stand on someone else’s feet” – “they
are metaphors that compare the object
of their attention to something else...
resemblance is always partial’.
The book then takes the reader
through a series of interesting if
sometimes exasperating digressions,
covering Zionism, apartheid, philosophy,
theology, the author’s eye problem and
Maxwell’s electromagnetic theories.
These comprise a rather incoherent
ramble, but what I see as the most
interesting thread – the analogy between
the human attempt to comprehend
the divine and the modeller’s attempt
to comprehend reality – is left largely
untouched.
The ﬁnal third oﬀers a reward
for readers with endurance. The
penultimate chapter considers the

problems aﬄicting one of the central
models of the ﬁnancial world, the
eﬃcient market hypothesis (or model, as
Derman calls it). The problem here is that
this operates in a domain where there
are no real theories, because there is no
natural law to describe by-theories. In
such a domain, the modeller is doomed
to failure: the EMH is “only a model.
It’s how we choose to imagine the way
changes in stock prices occur, not what
actually happens”.
In the ﬁnal chapter, Derman distils his
thoughts about models and modelling.
He notes that models, despite their many
problems, perform important tasks
for us, and then sets out his proposals
on how best to traverse the modelling
mineﬁeld. The primary instruction here
is to avoid unwarranted axiomisation
– or the enshrining of inappropriate
assumptions at the heart of our models.
“Every ﬁnancial axiom is pretty much
wrong: the most relevant questions in
creating a model are how wrong and in
what way,” he says.
Like the models Derman impugns, the
book is useful and rewarding in places,
ﬂawed and exasperating in others.
● Matthew Edwards is a former editor
of The Actuary. He works for Ernst &
Young’s life insurance practice.
If you are interested in
reviewing a business title,
please contact Sharon Maguire,
managing editor of The Actuary, at
sharon.maguire@redactive.co.uk

MORE ONLINE
Latest reviews at
www.theactuary.com/opinion
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For a chance to win a £50 Amazon voucher,
please email your Prize Puzzle solutions to
puzzles@theactuary.com by 17 April 2012

At the back
Coﬀee break
puzzles@theactuary.com

—

Puzzles

PRIZE E
PUZZL

Gridlock
Puzzle 500

Hidden values
Puzzle 502

—

Below is a grid containing nine shaded squares, and around each shaded
square are eight white squares. However, each white square should
contain an integer from 1 to 7. Once ﬁlled in, the eight numbers surrounding
each shaded square should sum to the number in the shaded square. In
addition, no row or column can contain a duplicate number used within a
white square. Can you complete the grid?

Find the number n and the digit d in the equation:
[3x(300 + n)]2 = 898,d04
without using trial and error.
With thanks to Rod Marshall and Tim Sole for supplying this puzzle

26

36

37

31

36

39

38

26

24

© Kevin Stone

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Prize puzzle
The prize will be awarded for the ﬁrst correct entry drawn at random
from those received before the closing date. The winner’s name will be
announced in the next edition. Please note, the puzzle editor’s decision is
ﬁnal and no correspondence will be entered into. We reserve the right to
feature the winner’s name in The Actuary. Your details will not be passed to
any third party in connection with this draw.

Will anyone start the bidding?
Bridge challenge 21
For the opening bridge challenge of 2012, a question on opening bids. Here
we look at some shapely hands, with a point count a little below opening
level but the wrong shape and too strong for either a pre-emptive 3-bid or
a weak 2-bid. Such hands are quite common, so competing sensibly with
them is an important skill. Use the ‘Rule of 20’. Add the number of cards in
the two longest suits to the number of points, and if this comes to 20 or more
CONSIDER opening.
1
♠ AQ865
♥ KJ742
♦5
♣ 64

2
♠5
♥ 64
♦ AQ865
♣ KJ742

Can you do it?

4
♠ AJ65
♥ K10
♦ Q98742
♣3

5
♠ AJ865
♥♦ Q10742
♣ K109

These all satisfy the ‘Rule of 20’, but – assuming no interference from your
opponents – would you open with them? If so, would you open in 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th position, and how would you plan to rebid?
Bear in mind that an opening suit bid at the one level guarantees a rebid
unless your partner has previously passed.
The bridge puzzle has
been kindly provided by
David Lampert, a fellow of
the Institute and Faculty of
Actuaries, and a qualiﬁed
Bridge Union teacher

Digit dilemma
Puzzle 501
Your friend challenges you to ﬁnd a 10-digit number where the ﬁrst digit
deﬁnes the count of zeros in the number, the second digit deﬁnes the
count of ones in the number, etc. Lastly, the 10th digit deﬁnes the count
of nines in the number.

3
♠ AJ865
♥ K109
♦ Q10742
♣-

A useful beginner’s guide to
bridge can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/education/
learning/default.htm
Please send new puzzle ideas
and comments to puzzles editor
Claire Bodénès at
puzzles@theactuary.com
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SOLUTIONS FOR MARCH 2012
Treasure hunt
Puzzle 494

Occupations
Puzzle 497

A treasure hunter found the following message:

Below are listed 24 occupations:

From Secret Place to Crossbones Rock
Pace out what steps you may
Turn right at rock and pace the same
And you’ll have found Point A
Return to Secret Place and count
Your steps to Hangman’s Tree
Turn left at tree and now count down
On nought you’re at Point B

Architect

Gardener

Money Lender

Botanist

Horticulturist

Naturopath

Taxi Driver
Undertaker

Courier

Innkeeper

Orthodontist

Vicar

Dentist

Jeweller

Postman

Window Cleaner

Engineer

Karate Teacher

Radiologist

Yacht Maker

Footman

Lawyer

Signwriter

Zoologist

Halfway between points A and B
You’ll ﬁnd my treasure case
But what a shame you cannot know
About my Secret Place.

Two people with one of these occupations each were talking and this was
overheard:

She knows where Crossbones Rock and Hangman’s Tree are, but not,
unfortunately, the whereabouts of Secret Place. Can you help her ﬁnd the
buried treasure?

What occupation might the two people have had, and how should the sentence
be punctuated?

Answer: You do not need to know where Secret Place is to ﬁnd the treasure. This
is because wherever you stand to follow the instructions you will end up over the
treasure. It is buried the same distance again following a turn to the left having
walked halfway from Crossbones Rock to Hangman’s Tree.

is saying:
“There is too much space between the ‘Rose’ and ‘&’, and ‘&’ and ‘Crown’
.

“there is too much space between rose and and and and and crown”

Answer: The innkeeper of the Rose & Crown is talking to the signwriter and

—

PRIZE E
PUZZL

Circular
fashion
Puzzle 498

Football
Puzzle 495

—

In an international soccer tournament, the scores in a certain round were as follows:
Argentina
Belgium
England
France
Germany
Italy
Peru
Poland

0
1
0
1
1
3
2
?

N. Ireland
Wales
Scotland
Spain
Brazil
Denmark
Cameroon
Portugal

Insert the numbers from 2 to 10 in the nine small circles, in such
a way that the sum of the numbers appearing round each of
the four larger circles is the same.

0
4
1
2
1
1
0
?

3

What was the score in the ﬁnal match?

Answer: Replace each letter in a country’s name by the position of the letter in
the alphabet. For example, Italy becomes 9 20 1 12 25. Goals scored is then the
smallest diﬀerence between any pair of numbers, so Italy scores 12 – 9 = 3

9

8
6

The result of the ﬁnal tie was therefore: Poland 1 Portugal 1
.

Division
Puzzle 496

4

5
7

2

Reconstruct the following division, from which all but two of the digits are missing:

Answer:
XX8XX
XX)XXXXXXX
XXX
XX
XX
XXX
XXX
2
38

90809
12)1089710
108
97
96
109
108
2

10

Congratulations to this month’s winner, Derrick Prasad,
who wins a £50 Amazon voucher
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Student
Thanuja Krishnaratna from Sri Lanka
tells Matthew Welsh how a bursary
from SIAS has helped her to achieve
her actuarial goals

DREAM COME TRUE
Can you tell us a bit about your
background, Thanuja?
I joined the Institute of Actuaries in 2001,
while living in Sri Lanka. I took a trainee
actuarial role at Ceylinco Insurance Plc in
2002 and began sitting the exams.
In 2004, the company sponsored part of
the cost for me to come to the UK to study
an MSc in actuarial science at Heriot Watt
University. In September last year, I returned
to the UK to accomplish my objective of
qualifying as an actuary. I found that a lack of
facilities in Sri Lanka meant preparation for
later exams was diﬃcult.
How did you hear about the SIAS bursary?
I was looking for a scholarship to follow
the actuarial management course in the
UK through various sources such as the
Department For International Development
(DFID), Commonwealth Scholarships and
the Chevening Scholarship, but most of these
did not cover actuarial science. I contacted
Chris Daykin, a Fellow of the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries, regarding my eﬀorts
and he directed my application to the
Worshipful Companies of Actuaries, which
granted me £2,000, and SIAS, which granted
me £5,000 towards my tuition fees. I funded
the remainder through an educational loan.
I would like to thank SIAS, the Worshipful
Companies of Actuaries and Chris Daykin for
their support.
You are studying at Heriot Watt having come from
Sri Lanka. What do you think of Scotland?
I came to Edinburgh in 2004/2005, when
I ﬁrst studied actuarial science, so I am

The best exam tip I’ve learned is to create mind
maps around questions. This can be achieved
by thinking about all the stakeholders
involved in a question, the various risk types
and the various departments of a company,
then building your answer around each point.
Do you have any plans for what would you like to
do when you ﬁnish your course?
When I ﬁnish I would like to qualify as a
life actuary, as I have been working in
this area for eight years. My ultimate
objective is to serve my country as
an actuary. Before returning to Sri Lanka,
I would like to work with an experienced
life actuary in a country such as the UK or
Singapore, where the actuarial profession
is highly developed. This would help me to
gain practical experience, which would be
harder to get in Sri Lanka.
What would you say to someone who is thinking
about applying for a bursary to help them with
their application?
The SIAS bursary is very helpful for anyone
with ﬁnancial diﬃculties to fund their
studies at a UK university. I believe this is
especially true for students from countries
where actuarial education is underdeveloped
and students struggle with the exams.
The bursary is there to help people who have
a genuine cause, interest and the capability
to work hard to become an actuary.

very familiar with Heriot Watt University
and the area. I particularly like Scotland. It
is a very charming, peaceful and relaxing
place. The university is situated in a large,
beautifully landscaped area and has great
facilities and the perfect calm atmosphere for
studies. I have really enjoyed my time here.
How is your course going? What has been your
favourite aspect of studying for an actuarial
degree so far? And what is your top exam
study tip?
I am doing the postgraduate diploma in
actuarial management and taking subjects
CA1, ST2, ST5 and CT8. I’ve completed the
ﬁrst semester and the second semester will
end with ﬁnal exams in early May 2012.
My favourite subjects are life insurance (ST2)
and actuarial risk management (CA1).

What is life like for an actuary in Sri Lanka?
There are currently about 35 actuarial
students in Sri Lanka, ﬁve associates and only
one qualiﬁed actuary.
To help ﬁll the actuarial educational gap in
my country, I am currently working closely
with the Department of Statistics at the
University of Colombo and the UK Actuarial
Profession to start a Masters programme in
Sri Lanka. I hope it will be successful and that
we can develop the actuarial profession there.
In 2008, a few senior actuarial
professionals in Sri Lanka got together and
formed the Actuarial Association of Sri
Lanka (AASL), with a view to developing the
country’s actuarial profession. I served the
AASL as secretary from its inception until
August 2011.
Thanuja, thank you very much for recounting
your experiences. a

Illustration Phil Wrigglesworth
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Moves

AVDHESH GUPTA

beneﬁts division. Shah
has 15 years’ experience
in the industry and has
worked for three ﬁrms of
consulting actuaries.

aotf@theactuary.com
Employer and area of work AEGON Religare Life
Insurance Company Limited.
How would your best friend describe you? A kid
at heart who gets happiness from the smallest
things in the world.

What motivates you? Envisioning my
long-term goal and picturing the happiness
on my parents’ faces.

What would be your personal motto?
Success comes through hard work. There are
no shortcuts in life.

Who do you most admire and why?
Sachin Tendulkar. He has increased the
passion for cricket in India immensely and
conducted himself wonderfully in every
phase of his life so far. A true role model for
any aspiring sportsperson.

What’s your most ‘actuarial’ habit? I assign
probabilities to virtually everything.

Graeme Charters has
joined OAC Actuaries
and Consultants
as head of business
development and as
an actuarial consultant
specialising in risk
management. He will lead
the ﬁrm’s growth plans
in actuarial consulting
and Mo.net ﬁnancial
modelling services.
Towers Watson has
appointed Nico Aspinall
to lead its UK deﬁned
contribution investment
business. Aspinall joins the
London team after four
years at Barclays Bank’s
UK retirement fund.

How do you relax away from the oﬃce? Laughing
at my little sister’s corny jokes. I am a big
music and movie junkie, and play video
games on PlayStation.

Alternative career choice? Astrophysicist.
Learning more about celestial bodies
interests me deeply.

Tell us something unusual about yourself I prefer
to drive alone so that I can sing aloud!

Greatest risk you have ever taken? My ﬁrst job
seemed a very big risk. But those three years
turned out to be a giant learning experience
for me. I think of it as a risk that paid oﬀ
very well.

What’s your most treasured possession?
My state-of-the-art headphones. My car
comes a close second.

If you ruled the world, what would you change?
I’d get rid of plastic and pollutant cars;
improve shelter for the underprivileged; and
ask J K Rowling to write more instalments in
the Harry Potter series!

Broadstone Pensions
and Investments Ltd
has appointed three new
staﬀ to its actuarial and
investment team:
Kara Howlett (pictured)
joins as an actuarial
consultant, moving
from the Government
Actuary’s Department.
Sheena Freestone joins
as investment consulting
director from P-Solve
Asset Solutions.
Vijah Shah joins as
actuarial services
director in the corporate

Buck Consultants
has appointed
Tony Winterburn
as senior consulting
actuary (de-risking) to
lead its de-risking eﬀort
in the UK. Winterburn is
a qualiﬁed actuary with
over 20 years’ experience
in the corporate pensions
market. He joins from
AEGON UK, where
he was head of sales
actuarial, focusing on new
business development of
deﬁned beneﬁt schemes
Commenting
on Winterburn’s
appointment, Fraser
Smart, managing director,
Europe said: “Winterburn
is a key hire for Buck.
His experience in the
corporate pensions
market is invaluable, as
the demand for our
de-risking services
continues to increase.”

BBS Consultants &
Actuaries Ltd has
announced that
Michael Harvey has

joined the board of
directors. Harvey joined
BBS three years ago and
is a senior consulting
actuary with over
20 years’ pensions
experience. He will
continue to advise clients,
but will also assume
board responsibility for
implementation of new
marketing initiatives.

Aon Benﬁeld, the global
reinsurance intermediary
and capital adviser of
Aon Corporation, has
appointed Ahmed Rajab
as CEO, Middle East
and North Africa.
Rajab, who has 15 years
of experience in the
reinsurance industry, will
report to Aon Benﬁeld’s
co-CEOs of EMEA,
Richard Posgate and
Alan Gregory. Rajab
moves from Willis Re,
where he was regional
director, Middle East and
North Africa.

Barnett Waddingham,
has appointed
Gordon Pollock to
help lead the expansion
of the ﬁrm’s expert
witness work. Pollock,
who was formerly a

partner and UK chief
actuarial oﬃcer at Mercer
Worldwide and chairman
of the Association of
Actuaries, has extensive
private-sector pensions
experience, acting as
scheme actuary to a
number of schemes,
as well as providing
corporate actuarial
advice to FTSE 100
companies. He also acted
as an expert witness for
Prudential Assurance
Company Limited in
the recent Prudential
Staﬀ Pension Scheme
court case.
Commenting on his
appointment, Adrian
Waddingham, senior
partner said: “Gordon is
a recognised industry
heavyweight and his
appointment signiﬁcantly
increases our expert
witness capabilities at a
time when we are seeing
an increase in the number
of cases that require
expert witness support.”
Ian Burningham
has joined KPMG’s
non-life actuarial
insurance leadership
team. Burningham was
previously a partner
at a leading Australian
actuarial consulting
ﬁrm and at Deloitte.
The company also
welcomes Cobus Fourie
as principal adviser to its
life actuarial insurance
team in Bristol. Cobus
previously worked for
Sanlam. Also joining the
team are four executive
advisers: Vicky Eastoe
from Lloyd’s Banking
Group; Natasha Naidoo
from Old Mutual; Jeﬀrey
Chan from AXA Hong
Kong; and Greg Lugisani
from Discovery Holdings.

Do you know an actuary
destined for greatness?
You can nominate an Actuary of the Future
by emailing

aotf@theactuary.com
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A PPO I N TME N TS
To advertise your vacancies in the magazine and online please contact:
Katy Eggleton +44 (0) 20 7324 2762 or katy.eggleton@redactive.co.uk

www.highfinancegroup.co.uk

Specialist Recruiters

Zurich - The perfect city to work
High Finance Group has strong European partnerships and can advise you on a career or life move to
one of the most attractive, old and friendly European
cities. Nestled around Lake Zurich with views of the
surrounding mountains, global insurance firms offer
outstanding Actuarial positions with highly competitive packages.

lake for summertime activities Zurich offers exciting
opportunities for Actuaries looking to embark on an
international career.
For further information on moving to Zurich or any
other European city, please contact Damien:
damien@highfinancegroup.co.uk
+44 (0) 207 337 1206

With skiing on your doorstep in the winter, and the

Chief Risk Officer
£180k - £220k basic

London
General

Head of Reserving
£120k - £160k basic

London
General

Lloyd’s syndicate is looking for a board level CRO to lead their
Actuarial and Risk functions. The right candidate should be a
qualified Actuary, with strong Solvency 2 and Risk Management
knowledge with the ability to look at the broader picture whilst
working closely with the other board members. To be considered
you should be looking for a challenge and have the ability to
influence and lead from the front.
William@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Mid sized Lloyd’s syndicate is looking for a Head of Reserving to
lead their team of 6 and work closely with the Chief Actuary and
the Pricing team. This is a great chance to lead a strong team
across a variety of lines of business. The successful applicant
should have a strong reserving background across either personal
or commercial lines. Managerial experience is a big advantage.
William@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Financial Reporting Actuary
£600 - £1500 per day

Reserving Actuaries
£750 - £1100 per day

Nationwide
Contract

South East
Contract

Experienced Actuaries required for a number of clients due to the
increase and development of reporting requirements. Our clients
require experience in Financial Reporting within a UK Life insurer,
with good experience in EEV, MCEV, ICA, or IFRS reporting
measures, and ideally an up-to-date understanding of Solvency
2. Jack@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Our client is seeking contractors with strong reserving
experience for their Solvency II team. You will be involved with
technical provisions and work across various projects. You must
have a strong reserving background to be considered.
Rupa@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Pricing Actuary
£600 - £1000 per day

Solvency 2 Capital Contractors
£800 - £1200 per day

South East
Contract

Our client is seeking a Pricing Actuary to develop and improve
their Pricing model, ensuring Solvency 2 compliance and
supporting on-going development. Prior Annuity Pricing
experience is a big advantage, though those with other Pricing
experience in Life Insurance will be considered. Applicants need
to be available to join before the start of June.
Jack@highfinancegroup.co.uk

London
Contract

Our client is seeking a number of Capital Actuaries to help with
their IMAP process and ensure their model is Solvency 2
compliant. You will be involved with the validation, testing and
documentation of the model, as well as interpreting the outputs
to senior management. Use of Actuarial software will be
required. Past experience is essential.
Rupa@highfinancegroup.co.uk

William Gallimore

Rupa Pithiya

Jack Snape

Head of Actuarial
+44 (0) 207 337 8826
william@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Contract Specialist
+44 (0) 207 337 1200
rupa@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Contract Specialist
+44 (0) 207 337 8810
jack.snape@highfinancegroup.co.uk

+44 (0) 207 337 8800

actuarial@highfinancegroup.co.uk
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Appointments
Darwin Rhodes’ well established UK Actuarial Recruitment Team is based in the heart of the City on Cornhill, and has been
helping actuaries ﬁnd new roles across the globe since 1996. We work across Non-life, Life, Pensions and Investments at all levels
providing a range of services including retained search, advertised campaigns, and contingent solutions on a permanent and
contract basis.

Pensions Actuary – Global Insurer
Ref: AKW6202

London
Salary: Competitive

Reserving Actuary
Ref: ACO6204

City of London
£ Dependant on experience

Our client is a renowned global insurer currently seeking a
Pensions Actuary to join their Actuarial Team. The role will
be required to oversee and manage risk exposure in relation
to the Group pension schemes. Moreover, there will be regular
liaison with other stakeholders, in relation to pension’s project
implementation and documentation – e.g. deﬁcit funding plans
and pension scheme de-risking projects. The ideal candidate
will be a degree holder, with a recognized actuarial qualiﬁcation
and detailed understanding of UK pensions – e.g. valuations,
scheme funding, accounting for pensions (UK and US GAAP)
and investment strategy. Experience in pension scheme
de-risking, international pensions, would be an advantage.
Moreover, be a high performer, with ambition and ability to learn
quickly and have a can do attitude.

My client, a Global Reinsurer covering a number of commercial
business lines are seeking an experienced Reserving Actuary to
join their team. The role will involve the full remit of reserving
work including the quarterly reserving process and supporting
the SII implementation. Excellent communicators are required
for this position as you will be expected to work closely with
the underwriting and claims team. There will also be the
opportunity to mentor and develop more junior members of the
actuarial team. There will also be the opportunity to get involved
in ad hoc projects with Senior Management. Candidates will
have several years non-life actuarial work experience and
be nearly or newly qualiﬁed with an excellent grasp of Excel
and any additional knowledge of R and ResQ extremely
advantageous.

Prophet Developers

Product Management Actuary Southern Home Counties
Ref: AAB5869 £excellent + Car Allowance / Generous Beneﬁts

Ref: ACC6198

South
Up to £65,000 + beneﬁts

Opportunities for Part and Qualified Actuarial candidates,
to work on prophet development projects within a major
insurance company. Although there is some flexibility,
candidates will probably already be working in an
actuarial systems delivery environment, with good Prophet
development experience covering the wide range of UK
product lines and reporting regimes, and knowledge of how
to build models to meet these requirements. SQL knowledge
would also be desirable as well as the ability to use all aspects
of Microsoft Excel, including macros.

Market Risk Expert
Ref: AJW5966

Central London
Competitive package

The group head oﬃce of this international insurer is looking
to strengthen their market risk department with a senior
permanent hire. The role will focus on market and operational
risks and calibrating risk drivers to these and the incumbent
will have responsibility for liaising with senior stakeholders
in the business to communicate these. Thorough knowledge
of statistics and statistical methods and an understanding of
ﬁnancial markets and modelling methods applied to them are
preferable.

Managing and leading of pricing and product management
activities for this well respected Global Life Insurer including
projects involving product support and product management.
You’ll be expected to develop a detailed understanding of the
ﬁrms products range in order to develop solutions to simplify
the product management activities. Strong report writing
experience, excellent communications skills, and strong
planning/time management abilities required. Skills in Prophet
modelling and advanced Excel are advantageous. An ambitious
newly qualiﬁed actuary with at least 4 years of experience and a
high level of energy and drive.

Senior Pricing Analyst
Ref: AAH6072

Central London
£40K-£55K + Bonus + Beneﬁts

An international specialist insurer is seeking an experienced
part-qualiﬁed, stopped exams actuary or statistician to take
up the position of Senior Pricing Analyst. Working across
household business within the mid-high net worth market,
this role will undergo a wide range of technical pricing duties
such as model development, pricing analysis and making
recommendations to the underwriting team. There will be the
opportunity to manage more junior staﬀ and there is a career
path to become Head of the team.

To be considered for any of these vacancies please telephone the actuarial team or
e-mail your curriculum vitae to:

020 7929 7667 actuarial@darwinrhodes.com
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Client Manager - Property & Casualty - Munich Client Manager - Life & Health - Munich
$WWUDFWLYH6DODU\DQG%HQH¿WV3DFNDJH $WWUDFWLYH6DODU\DQG%HQH¿WV3DFNDJH
This global organisation requires a Client Manager to act as the
main point of contact for operating entities regarding non-life
topics. Principle tasks will include analysing operating entity
reinsurance businesses and evaluating, pricing, underwriting
and administrating their treaties. You will consult and
negotiate their implementation of reinsurance solutions, assess
quarterly results, coordinate all activities in respect to their
client teams and communicate with internal stakeholders. The
LGHDOFDQGLGDWHZLOOKDYHDWOHDVW¿YH\HDUV¶H[SHULHQFHLQ
insurance/ re-insurance, proven success in managing customer
UHODWLRQVKLSVÀXHQF\LQ(QJOLVKDQGH[FHOOHQWDQDO\WLFDOFURVV
cultural skills with an entrepreneurial attitude.
&RQWDFWLYDQFODUNH#LSVJURXSFRXN
+44 207 481 8686

This market-leading reinsurer is seeking a new Client Manager
with a strong actuarial foundation to support their global Life &
Health business strategy. You will determine product strategy
for responsible markets, provide client focused reinsurance
solutions and be responsible for company-client liaisons as well
as pricing and underwriting.
The ideal candidate will come from a reinsurance pricing
EDFNJURXQGZLWKSURYHQPDQDJHPHQWH[SHULHQFH<RXVKRXOG
KDYHH[FHOOHQWFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQGLQWHUSHUVRQDOVNLOOVDWOHDVW
¿YH\HDUV¶H[SHULHQFHLQ/LIH +HDOWKDGHJUHHDQG3RVW
JUDGXDWHTXDOL¿FDWLRQEHÀXHQWLQ(QJOLVKDQGKDYHH[SHULHQFH
working in an international environment.
&RQWDFWLYDQFODUNH#LSVJURXSFRXN
+44 207 481 8686

Head of Pricing Support Services - Bratislava 5LVN0DQDJHU&52'XEOLQ
$WWUDFWLYH6DODU\DQG%HQH¿WV3DFNDJH $WWUDFWLYH6DODU\DQG%HQH¿WV3DFNDJH
7KLVOHDGLQJFRPSRVLWHLQVXUHULVORRNLQJIRUDTXDOL¿HG
actuary to head of their Global Pricing & Analytics team
and drive market leading pricing support from the Bratislava
operation. You will lead a team of 19 and delivering
pricing support across the organisation, supporting the
development and maintenance of pricing tools, rating tariffs,
and management information. The client is looking for an
LQGLYLGXDOWKDWGHPRQVWUDWHVVWURQJOHDGHUVKLSH[SHULHQFHZLWK
the ability to develop a group of intelligent young actuaries.
You will have a background in insurance pricing across a
QXPEHURIGLVFLSOLQHVZLWK\HDUVRIDFWXDULDOH[SHULHQFH
This role has high visibility throughout the organisation,
dealing with operating entity stakeholders and direct reporting
to the group corporate centre.
&RQWDFWLYDQFODUNH#LSVJURXSFRXN
+44 207 481 8686

$QH[FHOOHQWRSSRUWXQLW\WRMRLQRQHRIWKHZRUOG¶VOHDGLQJ
JOREDOUHLQVXUHU¶V,ULVKRSHUDWLRQVDQGEHFRPHUHVSRQVLEOHIRU
GHYHORSLQJLPSOHPHQWLQJDQGPDLQWDLQLQJWKHFRPSDQ\¶V5LVN
Management Framework and overseeing all risk and capital
management issues. Primary tasks will include: Corporate
*RYHUQDQFHVWUXFWXUH5LVN6WUDWHJ\DQG5LVN0HDVXUHPHQWDQG
5HSRUWLQJZKLFKZLOOHQFRPSDVVFRRUGLQDWLQJDQGVXSHUYLVLQJ
RXWVRXUFHG50IXQFWLRQVFRXQVHOOLQJRQULVNPDQDJHPHQW
implications of business decisions and determining and coordinating actions required to comply with regulatory and
JURXSUHTXLUHPHQWV<RXVKRXOGKDYHVLJQL¿FDQWLQVXUDQFH
UHLQVXUDQFHH[SHULHQFHDFURVVDYDULHW\RIUROHVDQGOLQHV
H[FHOOHQWDQDO\WLFDODQGFRPPXQLFDWLRQVNLOOVZLWKDQDELOLW\WR
GHOLYHUUHVXOWVLQDFRPSOH[HQYLURQPHQW
&RQWDFWLYDQFODUNH#LSVJURXSFRXN
+44 207 481 8686

/RQGRQ2I¿FH,36*URXS/OR\G¶V$YHQXH+RXVH/OR\G¶V$YHQXH/RQGRQ(&1(6
7HOHSKRQH(PDLODFWXDULDO#LSVJURXSFRXN
/HHGV2I¿FH,36*URXS6W3DXO¶V6WUHHW/HHGV/6/(
7HOHSKRQH(PDLODFWXDULDO#LSVJURXSFRXN
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Welcome to Highbrids - a vibrant and contemporary actuarial recruitment company,
awarding competitive rates for all stakeholders.
Our pioneering approach involves generously rewarding both the candidate and those
who bring great quality personnel to our attention, while making the recruitment
OQNBDRRGHFGKXDƧBHDMS G@RRKD EQDD@MCBNRSDƤDBSHUDENQDLOKNXDQR
.TQQDUNKTSHNM@QXBNMBDOSV@RBQD@SDCAX@BST@QH@KBNMSQ@BSNQRVGNHCDMSHƥDC@
distinctive approach to recruitment of temporary and permanent roles, meaning that
DUDQXNMDADMDƥSR
We are currently working with a number of leading actuarial employers, and have a
range of exciting opportunites that are changing daily.
Why not visit our website at: www.highbrids.co.uk to learn how you can capitalise on
SGDHMMNU@SHUD@MCKTBQ@SHUDADMDƥSRVDNƤDQ
For further information contact Claudette Asgill or Jahangir Khan on 0208 599 3748
Email: info@highbrids.co.uk
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$FWXDULDO&RQWUDFWRUV
$UH\RXUHDG\WR
FRPSHWHLQ"
LVDQLPSRUWDQW\HDUIRUDQXPEHURIUHDVRQV
EXWSHUKDSVPRVWLPSRUWDQWO\WR\RXDVDFRQWUDFWRU
LWZLOOPHDQPHHWLQJ\RXUDVSLUDWLRQVERWKSHUVRQDO
DQGSURIHVVLRQDODQGHQVXULQJ\RXUFRPSHWLWLYHQHVVE\
XVLQJWKHDJHQF\WKDWWDNHVDUHDOLQWHUHVWLQKHOSLQJ
\RXWRDFKLHYH\RXUJRDOV
$FURVVDOODUHDVRIRXUEXVLQHVVRXUVWDIIDUHFRPPLWWHG
WRWKHKLJKHVWRISURIHVVLRQDOVWDQGDUGVDQGWRQXUWXULQJ
ORQJWHUPUHODWLRQVKLSVWKURXJKHIIHFWLYHOLVWHQLQJDQG
FRQVWDQWLQQRYDWLRQ
8QLTXHO\FRQWUDFWRUVFDQIUHHO\GUDZRQRXUH[SHULHQFH
DQGNQRZOHGJHDVDQDFWXDULDODQG¿QDQFLDOVHUYLFHV
FRQVXOWDQF\)XUWKHUEHQH¿WVLQFOXGH33,FRYHUDQGSDLG
UHOHDVHIRU&3'
*HWDKHDGLQ*HWLQFRQWDFWZLWKXVWRGD\

5LVN$JLOLW\(FRQRPLF&DSLWDO$JJUHJDWRU
([SHULHQFH6WXGHQW$FWXDU\
'DLO\UDWH0DUNHWUDWH
'XUDWLRQ,QLWLDOFRQWDFWLVIRUPRQWK
'HVFULSWLRQ+DQGVRQ5$(&H[SHULHQFHUHTXLUHGWRSURYLGHFRYHU
IRUDQRWKHUVWXGHQWDFWXDU\

1HZ%XVLQHVV5HSRUWLQJ0DQDJHU
([SHULHQFH4XDOL¿HG$FWXDU\
'DLO\UDWH([FHOOHQWXSWR 
'XUDWLRQ,QLWLDOFRQWUDFWLVIRUPRQWKV
'HVFULSWLRQ$WOHDVW\HDUV¶34(WRGHOLYHU*URXS¶VQHZEXVLQHVV
UHSRUWLQJIRUHFDVWLQJDQGSODQQLQJ3URYLGLQJDQDO\VLVLQVLJKWDQG
FKDOOHQJHWRWKHOHDGHUVKLSWHDPWKH%RDUGDQGWKHEXVLQHVV

6ROYHQF\,,$FWXDULDO$QDO\VW
([SHULHQFH4XDOL¿HG$FWXDU\
'DLO\UDWH([FHOOHQWPDUNHWUDWH
'XUDWLRQ,QLWLDOFRQWUDFWLVIRUPRQWKV
'HVFULSWLRQ\HDUV¶34(ZLWKJRRGWHFKQLFDOEDFNJURXQG5%6
,&$DQG6ROYHQF\,,H[SHULHQFH7RFDUU\RXWZRUNSODQVDQGFUHDWH
HYLGHQFHWRGHPRQVWUDWHWKDWWKH,QWHUQDO0RGHOVDWLV¿HVWKH
6ROYHQF\,,WHVWVIRU)6$DSSURYDO

$FWXDULDO6RIWZDUH7HVW$QDO\VW

)RUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ
&ROHWWH/XUVKD\
  
HQTXLULHV#RDFSOFFRP
RDFSOFFRPDFWXDULDOFRQWUDFWRUV

([SHULHQFH1HDUO\4XDOL¿HG$FWXDU\
'DLO\UDWH([FHOOHQWPDUNHWUDWH
'XUDWLRQ,QLWLDOFRQWUDFWLVIRUPRQWKV ZLWKIXOOWLPHRSWLRQ 
'HVFULSWLRQ$WOHDVW\HDUV¶DFWXDULDOH[SHULHQFHLQSHQVLRQV
)DPLOLDULW\ZLWKFDVKÀRZEDVHGOLDELOLW\FDOFXODWLRQPHWKRGVDQG
WHUPGHSHQGHQWDFWXDULDODVVXPSWLRQV HJ\LHOGFXUYHV 

8VH45FRGHDSSRQVPDUWSKRQH

)ROORZXVDWWZLWWHUFRP2$&QHZV
2$&$FWXDULHVDQG&RQVXOWDQWVLVDWUDGLQJQDPHRI2$&SOF
2$&LVDPHPEHURIWKH5HFUXLWPHQWDQG(PSOR\PHQW&RQIHGHUDWLRQ 5(& DQGRIIHUVWKHVHUYLFHVRIDQ(PSOR\PHQW%XVLQHVV
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Appointments
High Finance Group
Specialist Recruiters

What came first?
We’re here to solve your career conundrums
High Finance Group are dedicated to offering bespoke career advice to Actuarial professionals across Life, Non-Life
and Pensions. We are focused on providing a career management service including CV advice and salary
benchmarking with a view to the long term.

Up to £90k, London

Economic Capital Actuary

A unique opportunity has arisen in a specialist Economic Capital
team at this leading global firm. You will be involved in credit
rating, risk evaluation, investment research and valuation which
will ultimately lead to a more advanced analysis framework for
understanding insurer’s Capital Models. To be successful, you
will have Capital Modelling / Review experience and be looking
for a non-traditional, exciting role.
James@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Financial Risk Management

£50k – £80k , London

A truly unique opportunity within the ever evolving Risk
Management space. Working with a top tier Life Insurer, you will
provide specialist support and advice to the 2nd line Actuarial
and Financial Risk activities. Responsibilities will include
performing risk based capital and risk appetite assessments as
well as the implementation and development of ERM
frameworks. Graeme@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Pensions Consulting

£35k – £70k, Various

Are you looking for greater variety and challenge from your role?
Our client is currently seeking part-qualified and qualified
Pensions Actuaries to join their team due to continued success.
In addition to traditional pensions consulting, you will work on a
portfolio of Corporate clients with a variety of projects providing
you with exposure to Investments, Risk Management and Global
Benefit Issues. You will benefit from an exceptional client base
and accelerated career progression.
Miranda@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Risk Analyst - Life

£35k – £50k, South Coast

Our client is currently seeking a nearly qualified Life Actuary to
play a proactive part in the oversight of Financial and Investment
Risk. This is an exciting opportunity to move into the Risk arena
and gain exposure to the fastest growing area of the industry as
the focus shifts to Capital. To be successful, you will be able to
demonstrate a highly commercial acumen and excellent
communication skills to complement your technical ability.
Miranda@highfinancegroup.co.uk
46

Switch to General Insurance

Up to £70k, South West

Following a restructure, our client is looking to build a new
General Insurance Pricing team in the Midlands and South West.
This is a rare opportunity for candidates from either Life or
Non-Life backgrounds to join a team at its inception. The
successful candidate will support day to day pricing processes
and model development. There is also the opportunity to
manage a small team. James@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Strategy Consultancy

£50k - £75k, London

This high calibre consultancy is seeking to bolster their UK
based Management Consultancy business. The role offers
extensive market exposure, international travel and diverse
client interaction. The team are looking for an individual with
strong Life Insurance and Wealth Management market
knowledge as well as excellent communication skills.
Graeme@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Assistant Actuary - Life

£50k - £70K, South West

This forward thinking, niche Life Insurer is currently seeking a
recently qualified Actuary with Financial Reporting experience
to join their team due to growth of the business. This is a varied
role with management responsibilities and the chance to work
on other areas including experience analysis, insurance risk, ICA
and Solvency II. You will benefit from working in a supportive,
refreshing environment. Individuals from other backgrounds
may be considered. Miranda@highfinancegroup.co.uk

Aviation Actuary

£60k - £90K, London

This global Commercial Lines Insurer is looking for a nearly /
newly qualified Actuary to join a team of Underwriters in the
maintenance and development of their Aviation portfolio. You
will liaise directly with Underwriters as well as other areas of
the business in the UK and US and have sole responsibility for
the portfolio. The successful candidate will ideally have
previous exposure to Aviation insurance and come from a
Pricing background. James@highfinancegroup.co.uk
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Mathematics
Location: Highﬁeld Campus
Salary: £45,486 to £57,171-with negotiable market supplement for
suitably experienced candidates
Full Time Permanent

Senior Lecturer in Actuarial Science
Reference: 097612PJ
We are seeking to appoint an outstanding individual with a track record of
accomplishment and the potential for leadership in Actuarial Science and the
ability to deliver excellent teaching in a range of topics in Actuarial Science, at
both undergraduate and postgraduate level.
Duties will include: Development and delivery of teaching activities in Actuarial
Science at undergraduate and postgraduate level, supervision of postgraduate
students and engagement with actuarial employers and professional bodies to
enhance the proﬁle of Actuarial Science at Southampton. As part of the role
you will also be expected to provide leadership in Actuarial Science and support
eﬀective management and administration of the academic unit. You will also
have the opportunity to pursue a programme of scholarship in Actuarial Science.

Reader/Senior Lecturer in Actuarial
Mathematics/Financial Mathematics
Reference: 100812PJ
We are seeking to appoint an outstanding individual with a track record of
research and the potential for research leadership in Actuarial Mathematics,

Statistics or Financial Mathematics and the ability to deliver excellent
teaching in a range of topics in Actuarial Science, at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level.
Duties will include: conducting research of international status, applying
for externally funded research grants, enhancing the international proﬁle
of the research group, teaching of Actuarial Science at undergraduate and
postgraduate level and supervision of research students. As part of the role
you will also be expected to support eﬀective management and administration
of the academic unit. Both positions are available from 1 September 2012 or as
soon as possible thereafter.

As part of your completed application you will be required to
include names and contact details of 3 referees and your full CV.
It is expected that interviews will be held in June 2012. As
part of the interview process, candidates will be invited to
give a research presentation.
Informal enquiries can be made at any time to:
Professor Steve Gilmour, email: S.Gilmour@soton.ac.uk,
Tel. +44 (0)23 8059 3671, or to
Dr Gerard Kennedy, email: G.Kennedy@soton.ac.uk,
Tel. +44 (0)23 8059 3656.
The closing date for applications is 11 May 2012.
Please quote the relevant reference number in all
correspondence. For more information or to apply online
please visit www.jobs.soton.ac.uk. Alternatively please call
+44 (0)23 8059 2750.

www.jobs.soton.ac.uk
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Results for our customers. Returns for
our shareholders. Rewards for you.
Standard Life Group with its headquarters in Edinburgh, is one of the market’s leading providers of long-term savings and investments, with
more than 6 million customers worldwide and assets totalling more than £198 billion.
Managing the risks our business faces is essential so that we can continue to offer a great service for our customers and provide sustainable
returns for our shareholders. That’s why, in any of these key roles in our Capital & Risk Management Department, when you look after us,
we’ll look after you – with a career that offers both impact and rewards.

Capital Planning Manager

Financial Risk Actuary

Delivering capital plans and dividend recommendations, you’ll look
to optimise our capital position, while playing a vital part in creating
a high-performing and motivated department.

As a key member of our Assumptions and Methodology Development
team, you’ll develop the models and methodologies we use to
forecast how financial risk might evolve.

Asset Methodology Development Manager

Investment Risk Actuary

Developing key asset models and our Economic Scenario Generator –
you’ll enable us to produce the outputs that lie at the core of all of
our financial reporting, including the ICA, statutory valuation and the
emerging Solvency 2 regime.

Managing the team’s reporting framework, you’ll deliver essential
information that shapes decision-making up to the highest level of
asset management, and develop investment strategies that allow us
to manage risk and optimise returns.

From the start, you’ll enjoy a competitive salary, and our bonus scheme means that great performance is never overlooked. But it’s not all about
money – that’s why we offer a comprehensive rewards package that includes generous annual leave, pension and a range of flexible benefits.

To find out more about the roles and to apply, please visit www.standardlife.com/careers

The Way Forward

Looking for a rewarding career in an
innovative GI consultancy?
LCP is well known as an award-winning pensions actuarial and investment consulting ﬁrm. But did you know that our
team of over 30 general insurance actuaries and consultants is emerging as a key player in this growing practice area?
You may be an experienced qualiﬁed actuary or just making a start in your actuarial career. If you enjoy...
 challenging work in all key GI disciplines
 lots of client contact
 being part of a fun, sociable and supportive team
 working with partners who also have in-house and regulatory experience
 making your mark as we grow, with unlimited career progression potential
...then we want to hear from you. We are currently recruiting at all levels from Analyst to Consultant and beyond.

To ﬁnd out more contact Amanda Treagust (recruitment@lcp.uk.com or tel +44 (0)1962 872757)
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General Insurance

Life Insurance

Pensions

Featured Role

Capital Modelling
London, to £80,000
Strong capital modelling
experience needed for large
global provider, will consider
PQ or qualiﬁed.

Pan European Pricing
West London, to £55,000
Strong life or protection
PPI experience and PQ to
nearly qualiﬁed.

Senior Actuary
South London, to £80,000
Nearly or newly qualiﬁed Actuary
required with strong pension
funds valuation experience.

Pricing
South Coast, to £75,000
Qualiﬁed Actuary with personal
lines experience.

Reporting
South Coast, to £45,000
Background in all matters
reporting to join the BAU team in
one of the UK’s largest mutual.

CT’s Cleared
City, to £45,000
Good communication skills
and ability to communicate at
all levels is essential.

Strong ResQ or Igloo background
London or Cambridge, to £55,000
PQ with a outstanding
background in GI software is
needed for a leading consultancy.

EV Reinsurance
South East, to £90,000
Experienced qualiﬁed
Actuary with a embedded
value background.

Global Consultancy
South West London, to £40,000
Passing exams quickly
and interested in M&A and
corporate work.

Commercial Development
London or South Coast
to £80,000
High performing provider with
20% year on year growth are
seeking a strong pricing and
product development qualiﬁed
Actuary. This role reports directly
to the Head of Pricing and is part
of the ascension plans. You will be
someone that can take a strategic
view of product development
including embedding SII into
product pricing.

We have further roles across the UK in all disciplines for both part and fully qualiﬁed actuaries.
For more details or to apply, email: reed.actuarial@reedglobal.com or call: 0207 220 4774.
300 actuarial jobs online.

10 years in actuarial recruitment.

Ofﬁces in 13 countries.

reed.co.uk/actuarial

Reed Specialist Recruitment Ltd is an employment agency and employment business.

Non-life Actuarial Consultancy
Big 4 firm, London
circa £80k to £120k + benefits
This is a great opportunity for you to be involved with
some market leading projects in the fields of Solvency II
and Capital Modelling amongst others.
In addition your responsibilities will include building and
maintaining strong relationships with new and existing
clients; winning new business via marketing and sales
activities and contributing to the development of new
products and services.
You will lead client teams, work part of multi-disciplinary
teams, and also have the opportunity to contribute to high
quality thought leadership through written publications,
training events, client seminars and conferences.
Suitable candidates with good people and project
management skills/ experience in a company or
consultancy environment will be considered. (Ref: NR7170)

Parvinder Matharu
Newton Recruitment
t +44(0)1689 862937
e parvinder@newtonrecruitment.com
w www.newtonrecruitment.com
Contact
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Jobs

We can help you ﬁnd

your perfect job
JOBS BY EMAIL
Be the ﬁrst to receive your perfect job
straight to your inbox. To sign up simply;
Enter your name and email address
Chose the sector, salary and location you
would like to work within
Create up to 5 diﬀerent tailor made alerts

CV UPLOAD
Upload your CV and complete your
jobseeker proﬁle and increase your
chances of being found for your perfect
job. No need to go through hundreds of
job ads, just ﬁll in your proﬁle and let
employers do the work.

RECRUITING NOW

www.theactuaryjobs.com
Contact the recruitment team on 020 7324 2762
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“….extremely knowledgeable about the market and
proﬁcient at understanding both the requirements
of our role as well as the type of individual who would
contribute best to our business...professional,
enthusiastic, and driven...the search process is well
organised and always transparent…”
Head of HR, Reinsurer
Eames Consulting Group provides
a full range of executive search
and interim solutions to the U.K,
continental Europe, the US, Middle
East and Asia Paciﬁc regions from
their London and Singapore ofﬁces.
Our reputation has been built
through providing clients with the
speed and ﬂexibility needed to meet
the demands of today’s business
environment. This is combined
with discretion; market insight and
a service offering which is truly
market leading. Our ethos is that
of Partnering. We work closely to
build a solid, long term relationship,
developing knowledge about your
business and its culture, to help us
ﬁnd the right talent for you.
Pensions & Investments | Non-Life | Life & Health

The Actuarial team has dedicated
experienced consultants who are
industry specialists covering non-life,
life & health, pensions & investments
and insurance risk management
markets. We are experienced at
delivering from board level to nearly/
newly qualiﬁed actuaries. As a
business we are straight talking and
honest with our clients offering a
tailored process, for both search and
contingent solutions.
Please contact us directly for an
informal discussion about your
career aspirations and our current
assignments or how we can assist
your business in the future.

CONTACT
Rob Bulpitt
Head of Actuarial, Insurance & Pensions Risk
Management
020 7092 3237
Rupert Rickard
Manager of Actuarial Non-Life and Insurance
Risk Management
020 7092 3219
Ofﬁce Number
+44 (0)20 7092 3200
For current opportunities please visit

www.eamesconsulting.com
UK | Europe | Asia Paciﬁc

www.eamesconsulting.com

Director – Life Consultancy – Big 4 firm
£Excellent
A great opportunity to develop and expand this firm's offerings
and to provide services that respond to major regulatory and
financial change and transactions and restructuring within the
industry. These include some market leading projects in the
fields of Solvency II and Capital Modelling amongst others.
Some of the areas you will get involved with include:
• Proactively assisting clients increase profits whilst reducing
reputational, operational, financial and other risks. You’ll manage
diverse issues including fraud, regulatory compliance, risk
frameworks and modelling, capital efficiency, corporate governance,
dispute resolution, deriving value from contracts and much more.
• Cultivating and maintaining target client relationships,
including assisting with proposals and pitching for new work.
• People development and mentoring, including management of
internal and client teams; providing feedback to staff on their
performance.
• Taking responsibility for large (possibly multi-disciplinary)
engagement teams.
Suitable candidates will have knowledge of UK regulatory regime
for life insurers; UK reporting methodologies, e.g. UK GAPP,
IFRS, FSA Returns. It will be advantageous if you also have
knowledge of with-profits products; overseas reporting
methodologies (e.g. USGAAP) and Embedded Value techniques.

Parvinder Matharu
Newton Recruitment
t +44(0)1689 862937
e parvinder@newtonrecruitment.com
w www.newtonrecruitment.com
Contact
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Head of Life Pricing

European Reporting Manager

Salary up to £120,000

London

You will provide best-in-class product pricing support at this leading
life insurer, within the risk appetite and economic capital/Solvency
II framework. You will lead development of the framework and
modelling approach for the economic capital models, and provide
product pricing and modelling expertise to support pricing teams,
particularly as it enters new market sectors. Working closely with
the Life Pricing Director, you will ensure that all life and pension
products are priced in accordance with the technical pricing
standard. Job ref: J4369JS

€90,000 to 110,000

Dublin

(X\HSPÄLKHJ[\HY`^P[O,\YVWLHUTHYRL[L_WLYPLUJLPZYLX\PYLKMVY
our expanding client This role will work closely with the reserving
and modelling teams to interpret the Solvency II regulations. Duties
will include delivery of new Prophet model in line with Solvency
II regulation and group requirements, complete testing and
KVJ\TLU[H[PVU HZZPZ[ PU KLÄUPUN [OL YLX\PYLTLU[Z HUK WHY[PJPWH[L
in the production of information for the ORSA. You will be a nearly/
UL^S`X\HSPÄLKHJ[\HY`^P[OZ[YVUN0;ZRPSSZ,_WLYPLUJL^P[O7YVWOL[
is an advantage. Job ref: J4298

How
Head of Pricing
many
different A$180,000
A$130,000
Sydney
Australia
images
This market-leading group seeks an actuary with a keen interest
in can you
An exciting opportunity to join a well-known insurance company in
see in this?a senior decision-making role. You will have at least 10 years’ work
the investment markets. This is a perfect opportunity for a dynamic

Technical and Risk Manager

actuary to get into a non-traditional role and follow their passion for
the
And
now thatexperience,
we’ve got experience of managing a team, a good understanding
investment markets. The role will involve implementation and ongoing
VMTHYNPUHUKWYVÄ[HUKWYVÄ[THUHNLTLU[^P[OPUHSPMLJVTWHU`
your attention,
call
Acumen Resources
management of quants models, pricing and valuation of investment
The role will involve developing the pricing and margin strategy,
for our eyesupporting
on the the retail insurance book, product development and
products, management and reporting of investment performance,
risk management, being the central point for investment performance marketplace
THUHNPUNH[LHT,_JLSSLU[JVTT\UPJH[PVUZRPSSZHUK[OLHIPSP[`[V
YLSH[PUN [V J\Z[VTLY HJJV\U[ WVY[MVSPVZ @V\ ^PSS IL JVUÄKLU[ ^P[O
PUÅ\LUJLHYLLZZLU[PHSJob ref: J4379
excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to manage senior
8\HSPÄLK(J[\HYPHS(UHS`Z[¶7LUZPVUZ
stakeholders. Job ref: J4397

£70,000

New Regions Life Pricing Actuary
£60,000 to £75,000

London

This role focuses on research pricing and product development,
risk and performance as the company looks to build its market
share in Latin America, Asia, India and other new markets. This is a
fascinating role, taking in economic and political risk, entry structure,
social security, legal requirements and regulation in a variety of
markets. Fluent Spanish is essential. Job ref: J4366NB

London
52

uk@acumen-resources.com
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Dublin
ireland@acumen-resources.com
+353 1 6099 400

London

This role focuses on system modelling with the responsibility for
the development and support of pension liability asset and risk
models. You will demonstrate strong technical design and coding
ZRPSSZ ,_PZ[PUN L_WLY[PZL PU HU` VUL [LJOUVSVN` PZ SLZZ PTWVY[HU[
than being able to demonstrate the aptitude for building actuarial
models, and the ability to apply your experience to new situations
using emerging technologies. Job ref: J4416NB

Sydney
australia@acumen-resources.com
+61 2 9262 1612

Hong Kong
asiapacific@acumen-resources.com
+852 5808 1307

27/3/12 14:06:28
14:29:32
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Take the plunge...
...with Towers Watson Bristol
It’s an exciting time for us. Our pensions business is growing fast and needs talented, forward-thinking qualified and part qualified
actuaries to complement the existing team and help drive our business forward. We’re a team of around 50, working on some
of the firm’s biggest clients. We enjoy the benefits of a small office feel, with the resources, opportunities and client base of a
global organisation.
A recent survey confirms our associates believe they work with talented, friendly individuals and their input is truly valued.
They have a good work life/balance and are involved in cutting edge projects, yet encouraged to think independently.
To find out more, please get in touch with Charlotte Barton on 01737 284919 or email charlotte.barton@towerswatson.com
All applications are confidential and we will be happy to have a no obligation, informal career discussion. We are also recruiting for
our Reigate and Birmingham offices.

Benefits
Risk and Financial Services
Talent and Rewards
towerswatson.com
Copyright © 2012 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
TW-EU-2012-24887. March 2012.
Towers Watson is represented in the UK by Towers Watson Limited
and Towers Watson Capital Markets Limited.
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LIFE FUTURES
PARTNER TRACK

LIFE CONSULTANCY

HEAD OF PRICING

NATIONWIDE

up to £300k package

LONDON

up to £200k package

Growing consultancy has numerous opportunities for
qualified actuaries to join its life practice. You will contribute
to high quality thought leadership in order to win business
from new and existing clients.
Ref: Star814

Global insurance group seeks a qualified actuary to be
responsible for providing best in class product pricing
support, within the risk appetite, economic capital and
Solvency II framework.
Ref: Star868

HEAD OF BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

PRICING ACTUARY

LIFE REINSURANCE

LONDON

up to £120k package

BRISTOL OR LONDON

LIFE

up to £133k + bonus + benefits

Market leading life company seeks a qualified actuary to
oversee the delivery of management information, business
plans, the operational risk control framework and external
business commentary.
Ref: Star900

Global insurer has an excellent opportunity for a qualified
actuary to join its growing reinsurance team where you will be
responsible for the development and maintenance of pricing
methodologies and tools.
Ref: Star892

REPORTING ACTUARY

LIFE REINSURANCE

SOLVENCY II NON-PROFITS MANAGER

LONDON

up to £120k package

BRISTOL

LIFE
up to £105k package

This is an exciting opportunity to play a key role within a
recently created reinsurance vehicle. You will produce
accurate financial results for the Group reporting and
planning processes.
Ref: Star891

Major life company seeks a qualified actuary to manage its
Solvency II and ICA reporting. You will lead the calculation,
analysis and commentary for all non-profit and unit-linked
business.
Ref: Star913

PRICING ACTUARIES

HEAD OF PRICING

LIFE

EDINBURGH

up to £100k package

LIFE

SOUTH EAST

up to £90k package

Our client seeks qualified actuaries with experience of pricing
enhanced annuities and a strong understanding of longevity
risk to join a high profile team with deliverables reporting to
the Chief Executive.
Ref: Star896

Our client is seeking a qualified actuary to lead its actuarial
function. In this exciting role, you will develop and maintain
pricing tools and models for the life, creditor and health lines
of business.
Ref: Star915

INTERNAL MODEL MANAGER

WITH-PROFTS REPORTING ACTUARY

BIRMINGHAM

LIFE
up to £70k + bonus + benefits

Our client is seeking a qualified actuary to lead the design,
development, testing, validation and documentation of the
Internal Model as directed by the Head of Risk.
Ref: Star837

COMMERCIAL ACTUARY
BRISTOL

LIFE
up to £65k package

Market-leading life company seeks a part qualified or qualified
actuary to drive business performance. You will prepare the
business plan, develop systems for reporting performance
and analyse this performance against plan.
Ref: Star907

Irene Paterson FFA

54

LIFE

PARTNER
M +44 7545 424 206
E irene.paterson@staractuarial.com
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SOUTH EAST

LIFE

up to £65k + bonus + benefits

This is a great opportunity to join the Reporting Centre of a
global insurer where you will be responsible for the production
and delivery of the financial results for the With-Profits
business.
Ref: Star875

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ACTUARY
DUBLIN

LIFE
€ contract rates

Our client is seeking a qualified actuary to design and
implement the Company's protection products and to
recommend pricing methodologies and assumptions,
ensuring consistency with industry best practice. Ref: Star874

Martine Scott-Gordon

Lance Randles MBA

SENIOR CONSULTANT
M +44 7900 696 825
E martine.scott-gordon@staractuarial.com

SENIOR CONSULTANT
M +44 7889 007 861
E lance.randles@staractuarial.com

27/3/12 09:30:59
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INTERNATIONAL FUTURES
MODELLING SOLUTIONS
ZURICH

NON-LIFE
up to 130k CHF + bonus + benefits

Global consultancy seeks part qualified and qualified
actuaries who enjoy hands-on modelling work to deliver client
solutions on a wide range of projects.
Ref: Star923

SENIOR MANAGER

NON-LIFE

BERMUDA

BD$ significant package

MODELLING SOLUTIONS
ZURICH

LIFE
up to 130k CHF + bonus + benefits

Leading professional services firm seeks part qualified and
qualified life actuaries with strong modelling skills to join its
Zurich based team. This is a great opportunity to develop your
career.
Ref: Star922

SENIOR RISK CONSULTANT
ZURICH

REINSURANCE
up to 150k CHF + bonus + benefits

Leading consultancy seeks a qualified actuary to join its
team in Bermuda where you will assist Partners and
Directors in client development and take a leading role in the
evolution of Solvency II solutions.
Ref: Star886

Global reinsurance firm seeks a qualified actuary to play a
key role in analysing its risk profile using the Internal Model,
for both management and regulatory reporting.

INTERNATIONAL SOLVENCY II ACTUARY

RISK CONSULTING

USA

LIFE
$ excellent package

A qualified actuary with strong Solvency II experience is
sought by a leading life insurance company to join a growing
team in the US.
Ref: Star870

CONSULTING IN SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO

HEALTHCARE
$ excellent package

Ref: Star871

TOKYO

LIFE
¥ excellent + bonus + benefits

Global consultancy offers a fantastic opportunity for a
part-qualified or qualified actuary to join its office in Tokyo
where you will be responsible for developing and managing a
wide range of projects.
Ref: Star830

FINANCIAL RISK
PARIS

LIFE
€ excellent + bonus + beneﬁts

Global consultancy seeks a part qualified or qualified actuary
to consult on a wide variety of complex projects involving the
design, pricing, funding, implementation and management of
healthcare benefits.
Ref: Star795

Leading consultancy seeks a qualified actuary to join its Paris
office to provide advice to clients on financial risk, product
distribution and capital modelling methodology and systems.

SENIOR ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT

ACTUARIAL MODELLING

BEIJING

PENSIONS
¥ excellent package

Ref: Star794

STOCKHOLM

NON-LIFE
SEK excellent + bonus + benefits

Global consultancy seeks a qualified actuary to join its Beijing
office where you will be primarily responsible for developing
new business and leading and delivering large, strategic client
engagements.
Ref: Star793

Our client is seeking a part qualified actuary to join its team in
Stockholm and develop actuarial and financial models,
including stochastic ALM-models, for purposes of valuation,
capital and risk management.
Ref: Star789

PENSIONS CONSULTING IN NEW YORK

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY IN BERMUDA

NEW YORK

BERMUDA

up to $250k + bonus + benefits

An incredible opportunity to work in the heart of NYC. You will
take responsibility for sales, client management and people
management for the Eastern and Canadian divisions of a
leading global consultancy.
Ref: Star781

NON-LIFE

BD$ excellent + bonus + benefits

A great opportunity for a qualified actuary with a track record
of winning and developing new business to provide a wide
range of services to (re)insurance companies and the captive
insurance market in Bermuda.
Ref: Star676

www.staractuarial.com
Antony Buxton FIA

Louis Manson

Joanne Young

MANAGING DIRECTOR
M +44 7766 414 560
E antony.buxton@staractuarial.com

MANAGING DIRECTOR
M +44 7595 023 983
E louis.manson@staractuarial.com

Operations Director
M +44 7739 345 946
E joanne.young@staractuarial.com
April 2012 • THE ACTUARY
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NON-LIFE FUTURES
PARTNER TRACK
LONDON

NON-LIFE

HEAD OF ACTUARIAL

up to £165k + bonus + benefits

NON-LIFE

SOUTH EAST

Global professional services firm seeks qualified actuaries to
provide a high quality advisory service to clients and
contribute to the development of new products.

£ to attract the best

Our client is seeking a qualified actuary to lead the actuarial
team in the development and delivery of professional pricing,
reserving, forecasting and analytical services.

Ref: Star815

PRICING ACTUARY

Ref: Star881

GLOBAL AVIATION PRICING ACTUARY

NON-LIFE

LONDON

up to £160k package

LONDON

We are seeking a qualified non-life actuary to join a leading
reinsurer and lead the way in ensuring the integrity of pricing
methodologies. Contact us for more information.

BIRMINGHAM

NON-LIFE

BROKING ACTUARY

up to £100k + bonus + benefits

LONDON WITH TRAVEL

NON-LIFE
up to £100k + bonus + benefits

Our client has an exciting opportunity for a qualified actuary
to be responsible for pricing and underwriting, providing
technical support and leadership and bringing proposals to
the board.
Ref: Star888

Exciting opportunities exist for part qualified and qualified
actuaries to join a leading global reinsurance broker. These
are client facing roles for actuaries with strong technical and
communication skills.
Ref: Star575

SOLVENCY II ACTUARY

CAPITAL MODELLING ACTUARY

LOCATION UPON APPLICATION

NON-LIFE

LONDON

up to £100k + bonus + benefits

LONDON MARKET
up to £90k + bonus + benefits

A great opportunity to work on Solvency II with one of the
world’s leading insurers. Play a key role in the transition of the
Capital Management team into a post Solvency II world.

Leading London Market company is seeking a part qualified
or qualified actuary to develop and run existing internal capital
models whilst building capital models for new Syndicates.

Ref: Star835

Ref: Star899

TECHNICAL ACTUARY
SOUTH EAST

PRICING ACTUARY

NON-LIFE
£ excellent + bonus + benefits

SOUTH EAST

NON-LIFE
up to £85k + bonus + benefits

Our client seeks a qualified actuary to lead the technical
development and delivery of pricing and reserving models,
making recommendations for action based on the results, and
implementing the resulting decisions.
Ref: Star880

Our client, a well-established multi-national insurer, is seeking
a part qualified or qualified Pricing Actuary. This role would
ideally suit somebody with previous experience of personal
and commercial lines pricing.
Ref: Star877

ACTUARIAL ANALYST

RESERVING AND CAPITAL ACTUARY

SOUTH EAST

NON-LIFE
up to £55k + benefits + bonus

LONDON

Our client is seeking a part qualified actuary to carry out the
assessment of reserve adequacy using a variety of actuarial
reserving techniques and making recommendations
supported by relevant documentation.
Ref: Star920

Antony Buxton FIA

56

up to £107k + bonus + benefits

Global insurer has an exciting opportunity for a qualified
actuary to build and enhance pricing models for each product
within its Group Aviation portfolio. Time to develop your career
within a niche market.
Ref: Star894

Ref: Star890

HEAD OF PRICING AND UNDERWRITING

NON-LIFE

MANAGING DIRECTOR
M +44 7766 414 560
E antony.buxton@staractuarial.com
THE ACTUARY • April
2012
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NON-LIFE
£ contract rates

Major London Market company is seeking a qualified actuary
to take a lead role in the development and performance of the
annual reserving exercise for a variety of classes of business.
Ref: Star909

Paul Cook

Lance Randles MBA

SENIOR CONSULTANT
M +44 7740 285 139
E paul.cook@staractuarial.com

SENIOR CONSULTANT
M +44 7889 007 861
E lance.randles@staractuarial.com

27/3/12 09:32:24
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P E N S I ON S & I NV EST MENT FUT UR ES
PARTNER/DIRECTOR

INVESTMENT CONSULTING

LONDON

up to £300k

DIRECTOR

INVESTMENT RISK SOLUTIONS

LEEDS

up to £300k

Leading consultancy seeks senior qualified investment
specialist to drive London business forward. You will develop
and deliver solutions to a wide range of client problems and
will lead business development activity.
Ref: Star910

Fantastic opportunity for a qualified actuary to lead the
investment capability within a pensions risk management
team which provides advice to clients on the optimal use of
capital to fund pension liabilities.
Ref: Star895

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY

PENSIONS

PENSIONS LEADERSHIP

BIRMINGHAM/LEEDS

up to £300k

NATIONWIDE

£ excellent + bonus + benefits

Global consultancy seeks a qualified actuary to join its
growing UK practice as part of the leadership team.

Global consultancy seeks qualified actuaries at Senior
Manager or Director level to provide management
consultancy to corporate sponsors of pension schemes.

Ref: Star853

Ref: Star852

INVESTMENT CONSULTANT
LONDON

CUTTING EDGE INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS
up to £95k + bonus + benefits

LONDON

up to £90k + bonus + benefits

Our client has exciting opportunities for qualified actuaries to
join its London team where you will add value to the company
through management, development and retention of a
portfolio of clients.
Ref: Star707

Our client has exciting opportunities for two qualified
investment actuaries to provide cutting edge investment
advice in a strategic, consulting and transactional context.

PENSIONS IN HAMPSHIRE

PARTNER TRACK

SOUTH EAST

up to £75k + bonus + benefits

Our client has an excellent opportunity for a qualified
consulting pensions actuary with good technical and
interpersonal skills to join its vibrant, fast-growing team.
Ref: Star903

QUANT MODELLING OPPORTUNITIES
LONDON

PENSIONS

up to £65k + bonus + benefits

Ref: Star788

LONDON

PENSIONS CONSULTANTS
up to £75k + bonus + benefits

Market leading consultancy seeks qualified and part
qualified actuaries to think about pension issues within a
wider commercial context and to develop new solutions to
these issues.
Ref: Star626

PENSIONS CONSULTANT
MIDLANDS

MIDLANDS
up to £65k + bonus + benefits

Our client has exciting opportunities for part qualified and
qualified actuaries to join its pensions team where you will
contribute towards the development of advanced actuarial
models.
Ref: Star897

Leading pensions consultancy is seeking a talented and
motivated individual to provide actuarial and investment
consultancy services to the pension schemes of UK
companies.
Ref: Star702

ACTUARIAL TRAINEES

PART QUALIFIED PENSIONS ACTUARIES

LONDON

PENSIONS
£ excellent + bonus + benefits

Our client has a number of opportunities for part qualified
pensions actuaries to join their London-based team where you
will work on all aspects of pensions consulting with both
trustee and corporate clients.
Ref: Star905

MANCHESTER/BIRMINGHAM

£ excellent + bonus + benefits

Leading pensions consultancy has a number of opportunities
for part qualified pensions actuaries to join its teams based in
Manchester and Birmingham.
Ref: Star904

www.staractuarial.com
Louis Manson

Irene Paterson FFA

Carolina Emmanuel

MANAGING DIRECTOR
M +44 7595 023 983
E louis.manson@staractuarial.com

PARTNER
M +44 7545 424 206
E irene.paterson@staractuarial.com

SENIOR CONSULTANT
M +44 7841 872 575
E carolina.emmanuel@staractuarial.com
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Head of Life Pricing

European Reporting Manager

Salary up to £120,000

London

You will provide best-in-class product pricing support at this leading
life insurer, within the risk appetite and economic capital/Solvency
II framework. You will lead development of the framework and
modelling approach for the economic capital models, and provide
product pricing and modelling expertise to support pricing teams,
particularly as it enters new market sectors. Working closely with
the Life Pricing Director, you will ensure that all life and pension
products are priced in accordance with the technical pricing
standard. Job ref: J4369JS

Technical and Risk Manager
A$130,000

New Regions Life Pricing Actuary
London

This role focuses on research pricing and product development,
risk and performance as the company looks to build its market
share in Latin America, Asia, India and other new markets. This is a
fascinating role, taking in economic and political risk, entry structure,
social security, legal requirements and regulation in a variety of
markets. Fluent Spanish is essential. Job ref: J4366NB

London
58

uk@acumen-resources.com
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Dublin

(X\HSPÄLKHJ[\HY`^P[O,\YVWLHUTHYRL[L_WLYPLUJLPZYLX\PYLKMVY
our expanding client This role will work closely with the reserving
and modelling teams to interpret the Solvency II regulations. Duties
will include delivery of new Prophet model in line with Solvency
II regulation and group requirements, complete testing and
KVJ\TLU[H[PVU HZZPZ[ PU KLÄUPUN [OL YLX\PYLTLU[Z HUK WHY[PJPWH[L
in the production of information for the ORSA. You will be a nearly/
UL^S`X\HSPÄLKHJ[\HY`^P[OZ[YVUN0;ZRPSSZ,_WLYPLUJL^P[O7YVWOL[
is an advantage. Job ref: J4298

Head of Pricing
Sydney

This market-leading group seeks an actuary with a keen interest in
the investment markets. This is a perfect opportunity for a dynamic
actuary to get into a non-traditional role and follow their passion for the
investment markets. The role will involve implementation and ongoing
management of quants models, pricing and valuation of investment
products, management and reporting of investment performance,
risk management, being the central point for investment performance
YLSH[PUN [V J\Z[VTLY HJJV\U[ WVY[MVSPVZ @V\ ^PSS IL JVUÄKLU[ ^P[O
excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to manage senior
stakeholders. Job ref: J4397

£60,000 to £75,000

€90,000 to 110,000

Dublin
ireland@acumen-resources.com
+353 1 6099 400

A$180,000

Australia

An exciting opportunity to join a well-known insurance company in
a senior decision-making role. You will have at least 10 years’ work
experience, experience of managing a team, a good understanding
VMTHYNPUHUKWYVÄ[HUKWYVÄ[THUHNLTLU[^P[OPUHSPMLJVTWHU`
The role will involve developing the pricing and margin strategy,
supporting the retail insurance book, product development and
THUHNPUNH[LHT,_JLSSLU[JVTT\UPJH[PVUZRPSSZHUK[OLHIPSP[`[V
PUÅ\LUJLHYLLZZLU[PHSJob ref: J4379

8\HSPÄLK(J[\HYPHS(UHS`Z[¶7LUZPVUZ
£70,000

London

This role focuses on system modelling with the responsibility for
the development and support of pension liability asset and risk
models. You will demonstrate strong technical design and coding
ZRPSSZ ,_PZ[PUN L_WLY[PZL PU HU` VUL [LJOUVSVN` PZ SLZZ PTWVY[HU[
than being able to demonstrate the aptitude for building actuarial
models, and the ability to apply your experience to new situations
using emerging technologies. Job ref: J4416NB

Sydney
australia@acumen-resources.com
+61 2 9262 1612

Hong Kong
asiapacific@acumen-resources.com
+852 5808 1307

27/3/12 10:04:10
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T:

Actual Search

E:

W: www.actualsearch.co.uk

SEEKING THE EXCEPTIONAL

Life Analyst – IT / R & D
London

jobs@actualsearch.co.uk

Embedded Value Actuary
£35-45K + benefits

Surrey / Berks / Hants

up to £75K + bens

Do you find systems development exciting? Here you can join a fast growing
specialist insurer to support a range of R&D analysis tools & provide model
implementation, testing & documentation. Suit a pq life actuary with 3-9 exams
who’s prepared to show initiative, challenge & enjoys analysing data. Ref:2301

Nearly/newly qual. financial reporting life actuary sought to maintain & develop
corporate modelling systems. You’ll have exp. of producing business projections
for reporting, MCEV plus strong project management & modelling skills. Join a
pioneering reinsurer who’ll promote your career development. Ref:2307

Part Qual – Fantastic life career move

International GI Pricing

Surrey / Berks

London

£30–55K +bens

c£55-85K

Innovator in the life & health reassurance market seek junior & senior
analysts to expand their pricing team. Enjoy wide mix of work + great range
of products. Price new tenders, research into products & price & maintain
existing business & relationships. Suit a pq life analyst with good Excel,
wanting to move to pricing. Ref:2302

Move out of your comfort zone. Brilliant chance for GI pricing actuaries
& analysts to join the European team of this global insurer. Varied,
challenging & strategic role involving European, commercial & London
market work. Duties include developing new models & advising global
offices. Ref:2308

Consulting Actuary – Pensions

Move Out Of Pensions

London

London & Home Counties

to £110K + benefits

£35-85K + bens

Prestigious role at this forward thinking consultancy with an enviable reputation for
service excellence. Expansion has led to a requirement for a qualified pensions
actuary to serve corporate clients & develop new business by delivering valueadded consulting services to existing clients. Ref:2303

Use your pensions skills at this global risk leader & cross train into risk management
or investment. Roles available from consulting actuary to client support analysts.
Brilliant chance to work your way into other areas after qualifying period. Exam
progress not essential for junior roles. Ref:2309

A Sexy Life Pricing Role

Life Valuations in the City

London

£75-100K + benefits

London

£40-90K

Outstanding opportunity for a qualified actuary ideally with UK life insurance or
reinsurance exp. to join the Protection Pricing team. Provide reinsurance pricing
& product development services to leading insurance cos. Further your career,
take on responsibilities & progress to leading the quote process. Ref:2304

With an outstanding reputation for service our client is one of the UK’s fastest
growing financial firms. Expansion in their niche life division has created roles
for a qual valuations actuary & a p/q EV analyst. Terrifically vibrant working
culture & environment. Great rewards. Flexi working possible. Ref:2310

Actuarial Analysts – Valuations/Solv II

Challenging Reinsurance

London, Surrey/Berks

London

Up to £50K + study & benefits

£55-120K + bens

Does international work, supporting financial reporting & analysis to valuation
modelling interest you? This role will offer Prophet & Solvency II training. Ideal for
a pq life actuary with 1-3 yrs UK experience with background in life office valuation,
reinsurance or reporting who is looking to advance their career. Ref:2305

Develop your London Market business risk skills with this innovative & client
focused reinsurance firm. Dynamic, exciting & varied role at the cutting edge of
deal making. Solve complex actuarial problems & liaise with clients & brokers
alike. GI skills in pricing and / or reserving needed. Ref:2311

ALM / LDI / Investment Consultancy

New Career in Solvency, Risk & Reporting

London

Surrey / Hants

£60-90K neg

Exciting opportunity for an ambitious go-ahead individual to join a growing
team in a growing market. Expanding innovative investment consultancy
wishes to recruit an investment specialist with ALM/LDI experience to develop
client investment strategies & carry out LDI work including design. Min 3 yrs
investment experience essential. Ref:2306

£30-60K

Add to your experience & enjoy fantastic career prospects by joining a new
team at a leading insurer. Part qualified & nearly qualified life actuaries
needed for reporting & solvency processes. These technical roles involve
risk management, valuations & some capital work. Training offered. Min 1 yrs
life experience is sought. Ref:2312

To apply for any of these vacancies please phone 020 8420 1818, and speak to Peter or Norma
or apply online at www.actualsearch.co.uk or email jobs@actualsearch.co.uk.
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General Insurance - UK
Head of Actuarial

Paul Francis

London

£200,000 + Bonus + Bens

Head of Capital
London

Rick Davis
£120,000 + Bonus + Bens

"MFBEJOH-POEPOCBTFEöSNJTTFFLJOHBRVBMJöFEBDUVBSZUPMFBEBMBSHF
UFBNBTUIF)FBEPG$IJFG"DUVBSZ5IJTJTBVOJRVFPQQPSUVOJUZUPKPJOB
öSNXJUICSPBEMJOFTBOEDMBTTFTPGVOEFSXSJUUFOSJTL5IFSPMFFYJTUTEVFUP
an internal move, though they are not looking to maintain status quo.

"O PVUTUBOEJOH PQQPSUVOJUZ UP KPJO B TUSPOH BOE HSPXJOH JOTVSBODF
company, leading the capital modelling function in the UK and working
BMPOHTJEF HMPCBM CVTJOFTT MFBEFST 3FNVOFSBUJPO JT FYDFMMFOU BT FRVJUZ JT
JODMVEFEBTQBSUPGUIFQBDLBHF1SFWJPVT$BQJUBMFYQFSJFODFJTFTTFOUJBM

Syndicate Actuary
London

Technical Provisions Actuary

Paul Francis
£Excellent + Bonus + Bens

London

Rick Davis
£100,000 + Bonus + Bens

"-POEPO.BSLFUöSNJTTFFLJOHBDPNNFSDJBMMZNBUVSF RVBMJöFEBDUVBSZUP
MFBEBOENBOBHFEJSFDUBOE3*CVTJOFTT:PVXJMMSFQPSUUPUIF.%BOE$'0
PGUIFCVTJOFTTBOEXJMMCFUBTLFEXJUIMFBEJOHUIFBDUVBSJBMUFBN 4PMWFODZ
II and underwriter support activities.

"MFBEJOH-POEPO.BSLFUDPNQBOZSFRVJSFTBOFBSMZSFDFOUMZRVBMJöFE(*
actuary to join a new team managing the technical provisioning process
BDSPTTUIFHMPCBMCVTJOFTTQPSUGPMJP:PVXJMMHBJOCSPBEFYQPTVSFBDSPTTUIF
CVTJOFTTDSFBUJOHFYDFMMFOUMPOHUFSNQSPTQFDUT

Actuarial Student Vacancies
UK Wide

Reserving Analyst
London

Ben Pitt
Highly Competitive

There is currently a wide variety of very interesting opportunities for
actuarial students in General Insurance within both the Lloyd’s and retail
markets. Whether you are just starting your actuarial career, or are nearing
qualification, there will be a role for you, such as:
t-POEPO.BSLFU-FBEFSo1SJDJOH"OBMZTUoVQUPb  CFOT
t-MPZET.BOBHJOH"HFOUo$BQJUBM"OBMZTUoVQUPb  CFOT
t(MPCBM.BSLFU-FBEFSo&3."DUVBSZoVQUPb  CFOT
t-MPZET4ZOEJDBUFo3FTFSWJOH$BQJUBM1SJDJOHoVQUPb  CFOT
t5PQ3FJOTVSBODF#SPLFSo"DUVBSJBM"OBMZTUoVQUPb  CFOT
For more information on any of the above, or for a confidential discussion
BCPVUZPVSDBSFFS QMFBTFDPOUBDU#FO1JUUPS$ISJT-FF

Chris Lee
£50,000 + Bonus + Bens

.ZDMJFOUJTMPPLJOHGPSBDBOEJEBUFXJUI(FOFSBMJOTVSBODFFYQFSJFODFXIP
JT NBLJOH HPPE QSPHSFTT UISPVHI UIF BDUVBSJBM FYBNT 5IJT JT B DPSF
3FTFSWJOHSPMFBOEBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPHFUNBSLFUMFBEJOHUFDIOJDBMTLJMMTJOB
QSPBDUVBSJBM-POEPO.BSLFUFOWJSPONFOU

Pricing, Reserving & Capital
London

Chris Lee
£50,000 + Bonus + Bens

I am currently working on a broad role in one of the largest syndicates in the
-POEPO .BSLFU 5IJT SPMF HJWFT EJSFDU FYQPTVSF UP TFOJPS TUBò XIJMTU
JOUFSBDUJOH EBJMZ XJUI UIF VOEFSXSJUJOH UFBN 5IJT SPMF DPWFST 1SJDJOH 
3FTFSWJOH$BQJUBMBOEOFFET(FOFSBM*OTVSBODFFYQFSJFODF

Ireland & Continental Europe
Partner – Non-Life
Zürich, Switzerland

Emma Gilbert
CHF200,000 + Bonus + Bens

Senior Actuary – SII Implementation
Julien Fabius
The Hague
£100,000 + Bonus + Bens

"O VOQBSBMMFMFE PQQPSUVOJUZ UP BEWBODF ZPVS DBSFFS )JHIMZ QSFTUJHJPVT
consultancies currently need qualified actuaries to build and manage their
(*UFBNT5FBNNBOBHFNFOU DPOTVMUBODZFYQFSJFODF TPMJE3FTFSWJOHBOE
$BQJUBMTLJMMTBSFBNVTU(FSNBOJTOPUOFDFTTBSZ

5IJT SPMF TJUT JO UIF DPSQPSBUF DFOUSF PG B HMPCBM JOTVSBODF  BTTFU
NBOBHFNFOU HSPVQ:PV XJMM KPJO UIF HSPVQ BDUVBSJBM SFQPSUJOH  BOBMZTJT
UFBNBOEUBLFBMFBESPMFPOUIFEFTJHOBOEJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG4**SFQPSUT
and resolve any technical issues that country units may have.

Head of Life Reporting SII

Freelance German Actuaries
Various, Germany

Cologne, Germany

Emma Gilbert
€100,000 + Bonus + Bens

Emma Gilbert
€600-2000/day

5BLF ZPVS DBSFFS UP UIF OFYU MFWFM BOE UBLF BEWBOUBHF PG UIJT SBSF
PQQPSUVOJUZ UP CVJME BOE MFBE B UFBN PG FYQFSJFODFE BDUVBSJFT 4PMJE
LOPXMFEHF PG .$&7  *'34 BOE UIF RVBOUJUBUJWF BTQFDUT PG 4PMWFODZ ** JT
required for this world renowned insurer. German language is ideal.

$BMMJOHBMMGSFFMBODFDPOUSBDUBDUVBSJFT5IFSFJTBIVHFNBSLFUGPS-JGFBOE
Non-Life actuarial specialists for the group centres of the world’s largest
*OTVSFSTBOE3FJOTVSFST4LJMMTTVDIBT1JMMBSNPEFMMJOH QSJDJOH SFTFSWJOH
and programming are in high demand.

General Insurance - UK
Rick Davis
rick.davis@ojassociates.com
Paul Francis
paul.francis@ojassociates.com
Chris Lee
chris.lee@ojassociates.com
Ben Pitt
ben.pitt@ojassociates.com
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International
Patrick McMahon
+353 (0)1 685 2413
patrick.mcmahon@ojassociates.com
Julien Fabius
+31 (0)20 716 8450
julien.fabius@ojassociates.com
0207 649 9466
Emma Gilbert
+49 (0)89 2206 1003
emma.gilbert@ojassociates.com
+41 (0)43 508 0509
0207 310 8782
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Life Insurance - UK
Investments Director
London

Clare Nash
£175,000 + Bonus + Bens

Head of Commercial
South

Patrick Flanagan
£140,000 + Bonus + Bens

&9$-64*7& "110*/5.&/5 .Z DMJFOU TFFLT BO FYQFSJFODFE QSPGFTTJPOBM UP
drive their world class business forward. You will have a life insurance
background, ideally an investments flair to your skill set. Unrivalled career
progression.

)JHIMZDPNNFSDJBM#VTJOFTT1MBOOJOH $BQJUBM.BOBHFNFOU ."QSPKFDUT
3FCVJME #"6 QSPDFTTFT %FBMJOH XJUI $SFEJU 3BUJOHT BOE '4"  $VMUVSF
FOUSFQSFOFVSJBMBOEWJCSBOU3FQPSUJOHJOUP'%XJUIBEPUUFEMJOFJOUP"')
.BOBHJOHBTNBMMCVUIJHIMZDPNQFUFOUUFBN

Head of Performance
London

Corporate Actuary - Reinsurance

Patrick Flanagan
£125,000 + Bonus + Bens

South

Clare Nash

£100,000 + Bonus + Bens

&YDFQUJPOBMSPMFJOPOFPGUIFNPTUFYDJUJOHBOEQSPHSFTTJWFJOTVSFSTJOUIF
6,BUQSFTFOU6OJRVFPQQPSUVOJUZ%FMJWFSZPG.BOBHFNFOU*OGPSNBUJPO
#VTJOFTT1MBOT0QFSBUJPOBM3JTLDPOUSPM3FQPSUJOHJOUP'%XJUI B EPUUFE
MJOFJOUP$PNNFSDJBM%JSFDUPS.BOBHJOHBTNBMMBOEOFXMZDSFBUFEUFBN

"SFZPVJOUFSFTUFEJOSFJOTVSBODF *XPVMEMJLFUPTQFBLUPBDUVBSJFTXIPBSF
JOUFSFTUFE JO XPSLJOH JO B WBSJFE SPMF  4**  3FQPSUJOH  $BQJUBM 1SJPS
SFJOTVSBODFFYQPTVSFJTOPUBNVTU:PVDBOMPPLGPSXBSEUPTVQFSCDBSFFS
progression and market leading remuneration.

Modelling Analyst
South

Pricing Actuary

Rachel Kelly
£Excellent + Bonus + Bens

South

Rachel Kelly
£Excellent + Bonus + Bens

"SFZPVJOUFSFTUFEJONPEFMMJOH 5IJTCSBOEOFXSPMFXJUIBNBKPSMJGFJOTVSFS
XJMMPòFSZPVUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPFOIBODFZPVSNPEFMMJOHFYQFSJFODFXIJMTU
SFDFJWJOHFYDFMMFOUTUVEZTVQQPSUDBSFFSQSPHSFTTJPOPQQPSUVOJUJFT&YBN
TUPQQFSTXJMMCFDPOTJEFSFECVUöOBODJBMSFQPSUJOHFYQFSJFODFJTBNVTU

In this key commercial role you will be responsible for all aspects of pricing
for a market leading product range. You will work closely with key
stakeholders across the business and play a pivotal role in shaping and
JOøVFODJOHNBSLFUTIBSF1SJDJOHFYQFSJFODFSFRVJSFE

Corporate Actuary

Commercial Analysts

London

David Parker
£65,000 + Bonus + Bens

"SF ZPV MPPLJOH GPS B OFX DIBMMFOHF  )BWF ZPV IBE TJHOJöDBOU SFQPSUJOH
FYQFSJFODF  "O JOUFSOBUJPOBM SFJOTVSFS JT TFFLJOH B OFBSMZOFXMZ RVBMJöFE
BDUVBSZ UP KPJO BO FYQBOEJOH UFBN XPSLJOH XJUI TFOJPS NBOBHFNFOU
&YDFMMFOUDBSFFSEFWFMPQNFOUPQQPSUVOJUZXJUIBHMPCBMOBNF

South East

David Parker
£60,000 + Bonus + Bens

-PPLJOHGPSBGSFTIDIBMMFOHF .ZDMJFOUJTFYQBOEJOHUIFJSBDUVBSJBMQSJDJOH
team and is looking for ambitious part-qualified actuaries for various roles at
NVMUJQMFMFWFMTGSPNKVOJPSTUVEFOUTUPOFBSMZOFXMZRVBMJöFE.JOJNVN
NPOUITFYQFSJFODFOFDFTTBSZ

Ireland & Continental Europe
Julien Fabius
£100,000 + Bonus + Bens

Expand your Pricing skillset
Emma Gilbert
Zürich, Switzerland
CHF120,000 + Bonus + Bens

1$*OTVSBODF(SPVQSFRVJSFBTFBTPOFE(*QSJDJOHFYQFSU:PVXJMMKPJOBT
UIF&VSPQFBO#VTJOFTTBDUVBSZXJUIBNBJOHPBMUPBEWJTFCFTUQSBDUJDFPO
QSJDJOHQSPEVDUEFWFMPQNFOUUPUIFDPVOUSZEJSFDUPSTBOEVOEFSXSJUJOH
UFBNTUISPVHIPVUUIFDPVOUSJFTJOXIJDIUIFZPQFSBUF

There are several great chances for nearly qualified actuaries to get to grips
XJUI (* TQFDJBMUZ MJOFT QSJDJOH GPS HSPXJOH 3FJOTVSFST 6OEFSXSJUFST QMBZ B
IVHF QBSU JO UIFTF CVTJOFTTFT  TP SFMBUJPOTIJQ CVJMEJOH TLJMMT BSF JEFBM "
&VSPQFBOMBOHVBHFJTLFZGPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGOFXCVTJOFTT

Product Pricing Actuary
Ireland

Reserving/Sol II Actuary
Ireland

P&C Business Actuary
Rotterdam

Patrick McMahon
€75,000 + Bonus + Bens

I am working with one of Ireland’s strongest performing Life Insurers as they
MPPL UP FYQBOE UIFJS BDUVBSJBM UFBN %VF UP UIFJS HSPXUI JO &VSPQFBO
NBSLFUT UIFZBSFMPPLJOHGPSBQSPEVDUQSJDJOHBDUVBSZUPIFMQUIFNFYQBOE
further and cope with demand.

Life Insurance - UK
Clare Nash
clare.nash@ojassociates.com
Patrick Flanagan
patrick.flanagan@ojassociates.com
David Parker
david.parker@ojassociates.com
Rachel Kelly
rachel.kelly@ojassociates.com
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Patrick McMahon
€60,000 + Bonus + Bens

"OFYDJUJOHPQQPSUVOJUZIBTBSJTFOJOUIFIVCPGUIFDJUZUPXPSLXJUIBTNBMM
CVU EZOBNJD JOTVSFS 'SPN UIFJS %VCMJO PóDF  UIFZ TVQQPSU UIFJS CVTJOFTT
BDSPTT&VSPQFBOEJOUIF-MPZETNBSLFU UPXIJDIZPVXJMMHFUFYQPTVSFUP
5IFZBSFJOUFSFTUFEJOBOZPOFXJUI3FTFSWJOHPS4PM**FYQFSJFODF

Health and Care Conference 2012
0207 649 9350
0207 649 9355

0MJWFS+BNFT"TTPDJBUFTJTQSPVEUPJOGPSNZPVPGPVSTVQQPSUPG
UIF)FBMUIBOE$BSF$POGFSFODFUIJTZFBS$MBSF/BTIBOEUIFUFBN
XJMMCFJOBUUFOEBODFBOEBSFMPPLJOHGPSXBSEUPNFFUJOHZPV

0207 310 8649
0207 310 8579

Clare Nash:]Paul Francis: 
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Actuarial
A
t i lC
Contract
t t - Lif
Life IInsurance
Head of Reporting

Kaylash Kukadia

UK Wide- 6 Months

£1500/day

Mgr - Reporting & Commercial
South East & London - 6 Months

Kaylash Kukadia
£1200/day

-PPLJOHGPS5XP4FOJPSQPTJUJPOT%FMJWFSZPG/FX#VTJOFTT3FQPSUJOH
)FBEPGBDUVBSJBM3FQPSUJOH$BQJUBM

Qualified actuary required who has maintained similar senior post.
3FQPSUJOH$PNNFSDJBMFYQFSJFODF"WBJMBCMFUPTUBSUFBSMZ.BZ

Solvency II Workstream Expert

Systems Actuaries

South West - 6 Months

Stephen Hardy
£900/day

South West - 6 Months

Stephen Hardy
£900/day

0VSDMJFOUJTTFFLJOHBUFDIOJDBMXPSLTUSFBNFYQFSUUPXPSLPOEFTJHOBOE
UFTUJOHPGJOUFSOBMNPEFMTBOEFNCFEEJOH4PMWFODZ**JOUPUIFCVTJOFTT

"DUVBSZ SFRVJSFE UP JNQMFNFOU DIBOHFT UP PVS DMJFOUT BDUVBSJBM SFQPSUJOH
QSPDFTTFT8JMMIBWFTUSPOHTQSFBETIFFU FYDFM 7#"BOE4"4FYQFSJFODF

Prophet Developer
South East - 6 Months

Actuarial Analyst - SII

Ik Onyiah

Greater London - 6 Months

£900/day

Stephen Hardy
£900/day

0VS DMJFOU JT MPPLJOH UP IJSF BO FYQFSJFODFE 1SPQIFU EFWFMPQFS UP XPSL
XJUIJOUIFJS#"6UFBN FYQFSJFODFPG"-4%$4MJCSBSJFTXPVMECFEFTJSBCMF

"DUVBSJBMBOBMZTUSFRVJSFEUPXPSLXJUIJOUIF1JMMBS*OUFSOBM.PEFMUFBNUP
BSUJDVMBUF4PMWFODZ***."1SFRVJSFNFOUTJOBDMFBSBOEQSBDUJDBMNBOOFS

Actuarial Consultant (WP)

Solvency II Actuary (Pillar 1)

Ik Onyiah

Greater London - 6 Months

£850/day

Ik Onyiah

South East - 6 Months

£Competitive

0VSDMJFOUJTMPPLJOHGPSBOFYQFSJFODFETFOJPSBDUVBSZUPTVQQPSUUIF$IJFG
"DUVBSZPOBOVNCFSPG8JUI1SPöUTBOEDBQJUBMSFMBUFEQSPKFDUT

"DUVBSZXJUI4PMWFODZEPDVNFOUBUJPOFYQFSJFODFSFRVJSFEUPXPSLPOB4**
program specifically relating to the technical operation and methodologies.

Pricing – Longevity/Annuities

Actuarial Analyst

Ik Onyiah

Midlands - 6 Months

£800/day

South East & London - 6 Months

Kaylash Kukadia
£800/day

-PPLJOHGPSNJOZFBSTFYQJO-POHFWJUZ03"OOVJUJFT1SJDJOH XJUIJOFJUIFS
BO*OTVSFSPS3FJOTVSFS

0VSDMJFOUJTMPPLJOHUPSFQMBDFBTQSFBETIFFUCBTFESFQPSUJOHTZTUFNXJUI
an IT-based system integrated with a data warehouse.

Senior Risk Actuary

Migration Actuary

Kaylash Kukadia

London - 6 Months

£800/day

8PSLJOHBTQBSUPG(MPCBMUFBNPOOFXSJTLQJQFMJOF&YQFSJFODFPG-JGF
)FBMUIBOE3JTLBDSPTTNVMUJQMFBSFBTo3JTLBOBMZTJT .PEFMMJOH 3FQPSUJOH

Scotland - 6 Months

Stephen Hardy
£550/day

5IFLFZQVSQPTFPGUIFSPMFJTUPBTTJTUUIF"DUVBSJBM1SPEVDU.BOBHFNFOU
team with additional actuarial input into an important high-profile project.

Actuarial Contract - General Insurance
ReMetrica Specialist
London - 6 Months

Rob Bentham

Solvency II Actuary

Rob Bentham

£1000/day

London - 6 Months

£900/day

" XFMM SFTQFDUFE -POEPO .BSLFU JOTVSFS JT MPPLJOH UP SFDSVJU B 3F.FUSJDB
TQFDJBMJTUUPUIFJSDBQJUBMNPEFMJOHUFBNGPSBOJOJUJBMNPOUISPMF

"-POEPO.BSLFUDMJFOUJTMPPLJOHGPSBRVBMJöFEOFBSMZRVBMJöFEBDUVBSZUP
BTTJTUUIFCVTJOFTTJOJUT4**NPEFMWBMJEBUJPOBOEEPDVNFOUBUJPOXPSL

Capital Actuary

Stewart Cherry

Senior Pricing Actuary

Stewart Cherry

£900/day

London - 9-12 Months

£800/day

London - 6-9 Months

"OFYDFMMFOUPQQPSUVOJUZGPSBOFYQFSJFODFE$BQJUBM"DUVBSZ ZFBST UP
KPJOBMFBEJOH-MPZET.BSLFUJOTVSFSUPVOEFSUBLFBNPOUIDPOUSBDU

"TFOJPSQSJDJOHBDUVBSZXJUI1FSTPOBMBOE$PNNFSDJBMMJOFTFYQFSJFODFJT
SFRVJSFEGPSBNPOUIDPOUSBDUXPSLJOHXJUIJOUIF-POEPO.BSLFU

Reserving Actuary

Stewart Cherry

Student Actuary

London - 9 Months

£800/day

&YQFSJFODFE SFTFSWJOH BDUVBSZ SFRVJSFE GPS B  NPOUI DPOUSBDU XJUIJO B
-POEPO.BSLFUJOTVSFS$BOEJEBUFNVTUCFBWBJMBCMFUPTUBSUJO"QSJM

Kaylash Kukadia
kaylash.kukadia@ojassociates.com
Ik Onyiah
ik.onyiah@ojassociates.com
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Stephen Hardy
stephen.hardy@ojassociates.com
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London - 6 Months

Rob Bentham
£700/day

"-MPZETTZOEJDBUFJTMPPLJOHGPSBTUVEFOUBDUVBSZUPKPJOUIFJSUFBNJOPSEFS
to support the business across various actuarial disciplines.

0207 310 8581
0207 310 8785
0207 310 8646

Stewart Cherry
stewart.cherry@ojassociates.com
Rob Bentham
rob.bentham@ojassociates.com

0207 310 8651
0207 649 9351
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Regional Director – Life

Hong Kong

3 * Actuaries – Non-Life

Singapore

Global Life office requires an experienced actuary (10+ yrs
PQE) to focus across all actuarial duties. This is not a numbers
role, it is a strategic role requiring a hollistic approach. An
integral role so a top percentile candidate required.

A leading multi-national P&C insurer seeks to recruit three
team members at different levels of experience. Duties will
include reserving, capital and pricing in both personal and
commercial lines. A great opportunity to join a growing
team.

MCEV Actuaries – Life

Head of Reporting - Life

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

A number of our HK clients require actuaries with MCEV skills
as they adopt a stochastic approach to their reporting. If
you’re unsure about moving to Asia, then don’t be - Hong
Kong requires your skills!! Unrivalled career paths on offer.

A global life insurer is seeking a qualified actuary to lead their
valuations team. Experience with EV / MCEV or pricing will be
considered. Ideal candidates will possess 1-4 years post qual
experience. Cantonese language skills would be beneficial.

Chief Actuary - Life

Senior Consultant - Life

Hong Kong

Singapore

A global life insurer is seeking a qualified actuary to lead their
actuarial team. Candidates should have over ten years’
experience and have worked previously within Hong Kong,
ideally as an appointed actuary. Strong technical skills
preferred.

International consultancy seeks a qualified actuary with
approx 10 years’ experience. The role will be split between
business development and delivery. Candidates must be
excellent communicators ideally with ALM / Risk experience.

Direct Marketing Pricing - Life

Director of ERM – Life

Hong Kong

Beijing

A multinational life insurer is seeking a qualified actuary to
lead their direct marketing team. Candidates must have
experience with direct marketing or bancassurance and
possess around 10 years’ experience.

Leading consultancy in Asia seeks a senior actuary with
significant experience in risk management to develop ERM
offerings in mainland China. Candidates must have a
minimum of 10 years’ experience, fluent in Mandarin.

Economic Capital Actuary – Life

Reporting Actuary – Life

Hong Kong

Internationally recognised financial services consultancy is
currently looking to develop a market leading ECM team to
provide cutting edge advisory service to the Asia markets. An
excellent opportunity to influence change across Asia.
10yrs+ ECM exp required.

Singapore

European reinsurer seeks a qualified actuary with at least 5
years’ experience to focus on the reporting and capital
management requirements of the local businesses across
the region. MCEV, EV along with exp of financial projection
models desirable.

Do you want to make a difference? The ever-growing strength of Asia’s insurance sector is creating vast amounts of opportunities
for actuaries. If you have experience working in an established market (UK, US, Australia...) your profile will be highly sought after.
Local candidates in Asia very rarely have the specialised experience that is common practice to the readers of this magazine so it
is you who Asia are looking for. To demonstrate this point please feel free to do your own research - a majority of Chief Actuaries,
Senior Management, even General Managers in Asia are FIA, FSA or FIAA qualified. No other market in the world will offer such
rapid career development and opportunity. If you want to know more please call one of our consultants on the below numbers.

Jonny Plews
Gary Rushton
Alex Ince

+852 5804 9200
+852 5804 9223
+852 5804 9224

jonny.plews@ojassociates.com
gary.rushton@ojassociates.com
alex.ince@ojassociates.com
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A fresh approach

Capital Actuary
London

General insurance
c£90K base plus bonus

Pricing Analyst
London

General insurance
c£40K plus benefits

A great opportunity in a niche insurance division of an international
reinsurance business with responsibility for all aspects of embedding
capital work within the business, reporting into the actuarial head and
working closely with CRO. The role will require management of two analysts
and needs previous hands on capital background, strong commercial
awareness, excellent management/interpersonal skills and preferably
Remetrica experience. Some travel may be required. Ref: ARC25600

A role supporting the senior pricing actuary across London Market P&C
product lines and will involve transactional pricing analyses, account
reviews, development of pricing tools and rate change calculations, training
of underwriters and support for the group actuarial team on other projects.
Advanced computer skills and commercial awareness will be needed and
an ability to translate business requirements into practical pricing solutions is
important. Previous pricing experience is desirable. Ref: ARC25700

Actuary/Senior Student
London

Contract Business Actuary
London

Life
£Attractive

Excellent opportunity in a product focused role for an ambitious
candidate. You will have developed strong actuarial skills and will
possess the ability to work in a fast paced environment interacting
across the business in a multi-disciplinary operation with responsibility
for design, implementation and promotion of product lines. This is a
high profile role and will also demand strong communication and
interpersonal skills. Ref: ARC25710

Life
to £1500 per day

This is a fantastic contract opportunity for a qualified life actuary to
undertake a role within a client facing environment for between 9 and
12 months. You will work with large UK life insurers as they continue
their Solvency II implementation programmes. As well as having the
technical knowledge base of SII requirements, you will also have an
appreciation of the processes required to deliver the transition and
will need excellent client communication skills. Ref: ARC25720

Call us anytime including evenings and weekends on 020 7717 9705 or email enquiries@the-arc.co.uk
General Insurance
Life, pensions and investment
All other enquiries
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Andy Clark BSc FIA
Chris Cannon BA CFI DAT
Roger Massey BSc MBA FIA

0781 333 7891
0771 122 8449
0781 398 9016

andy@the-arc.co.uk
chris@the-arc.co.uk
roger@the-arc.co.uk
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